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TJie fow:th annual Robert F. Wagner 
Labor Law. Moot <;ourt Competition was 
won by a team·from Rutgers-Camden Uni-
versity· School of Law. Arguing before a 
bench composed of Hon. Leonard I. Garth, · 
United States CircuitJ udge from the Third 
Circuit; Hon. David N. Edelsteui, Chief 
Judge, Southern District of New York; and 
Hon. John C. Truesdale, Member, Nation-
al Labor Relations Board, -the Rutgers-
Camden team narrowly beat out its ·com-
petition from St. Jo~n's University School 
of Law. -
The competition drew 53 teams; rep-
resentirig: 37 law schools from across the 
~untry:... It was organired by the Wagner 
· ·Mc>.>t Court . Committee,, instead of the 
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Moot Court Executive Board .. This was 
done to avoid any apprearance of impropri-
·ety because the Executive Board both 
eho8e and coached the two NYLS teams in 
the competition. -One of those teams "7 
John KuJ)tz, Petro _ Stawny.c_hy, and 
Vincent O'Hara-advanced to the quarter- -
finals. 
Winning team from Rutgers-Camden University. 
Kehl, Marc Z. Kramer, Thomas J. Lynch; and residents at a teaching hospital "~mp­
- Michael Margello, Sharon P. McGevna, loyees" within the meaning of the National. 
· A ·parties agreed t_hat the Wagner 
Committee- Gerard L. Grow, Shelley S. 
and David S. Pollack-did an outstanding 
job of runajng the competition. · 
Cpmpetition Proble~ 
The problem chosen· for the competi-
tion was a difficult, multifaceted one, in-
volving three major issues: 1. Are interns 
Womefl's Qonferenee 
- . . ... - . - . 
Meets_ .on ·west .. COast 
- " By Soledad Rubert , was attempting to expose a n_uclear plant's 
Six NYLS students attended the alleged safety violations and who died trag-
Eleventb National Conference on Women ically on,her way to meet reporters with 
and _the Law held· in San Francisco, Feb- - evidence o{ such violations. Ms. Nelson was 
· ruary t9th to March 2nd. Th~ gathering, : one of the two women who launched the 
organized this year by Golden Gate Uni- Karen Silkwood public campaign in ~975. 
versity,- attracted about 2,500 .people in- . The seconq keynote speaker was Eva 
duding lawyers, legal workers, students, Paterson, a civil rights attorney in San 
and others from al1 over the country. -Francisco, who ·gave an overvie.y of the 
Local participa_nts included Carol . human rights movement and addressed the·· 
~ast, Susan Russel1, Lisa Rubel; Dorothy : quesfion of how the women's movement 
BaZ"_?.tta, Carol Schlein, and this reporter. · fits into this greater pen;pective. 
Purposes 
Advancing Schools· 
. Deputy,..Mayo~ W;gner also partici-
pated in handing out the other awards. The 
(please turn to pagefiveJ · 
. 1-ndi-am ls~ues Exploried , 
By Joyce Meisner · '· discussed the jllrlsdictional issues involved 
. Despite the dnving rain and fierce in bringing such suits .and the international 
wind that devastated many umbrellas, the remedies being sought. They also ad-
Symposium on Inaian Law held at New ·I dressed· questions from the audience on 
Yorlc Law School on Saturday, March 22nd stich pertinent topics as Indian land claims. 
was quite a success. Two hundred people One of the most revealing lectures was 
attende_d the . symposium, which ; was the given by Marilyn Frank, a representative 
of ''Women of All Red Nations." She spoke 
of the ravaging effects of contamination by 
insecticides and nuclea.r: wastes on the re-
servation's water supply·. 
The conference also served the im-
. portant function of providing a meeting 
place where representatives from various 
Saturday's program ran from 8:30 airi 
until 6:00 pm. Diverse and numerous topics 
The purpose of the yearly conference · were tied togirther by a _common-theme: . 
is jo provide a forum for disc~ssio_n of wo- women getting together to assert th_eir · ·. 
men's legal issues. In addition, participants position in the legal system. 
assess progress made in the field since the After two panel discussions on Sunday 
First National Conference was held in 1969 · morning, a wrap-up session concluded !!he 
at New York University Law .School, activities. The major criticism voiced by 
where about iW women gathered. the participants was the appa'!"ent lack of 
· Indian Nations such .as the Sinnecocks, 
P;mgusetts, and the Mohawk Indian territ- -
ory at Ganikeh, as well as Indian organiza-
- tions like the Association of American In-
dian Affairs, International Indiari Treaty 
Counsel, and Native American Rights 
Fund could discuss culture as well as t he 
The program beiai:i Friday morning . unity. While the panel.S were well prepared 
with a choice of 25 different panel discus- and informative; t~ere was a lack of inter-. 
· sions, "led by people known nationally and_ actiori among the participan!s. Many at-
region:illy for their expertise and leader- :·tended the pan~l discussions, listened, and 
ship. Various topics includ~d Negotiations, · then left to socialize with their friends. 
Drafting and Enforcement of Title VII Set- Plans fo! next year 
_tlements, and Representing the Woman Next year the_ event comes to the East 
Artist. - Coast, as five Boston schools join. to org-
In t)1e evening, participants had the anize the Twelfth NatiQnal Conference on 
choice of listening to one of two keynote Women and the Law·. The location of the 
s_peakers or simply enjoyif!g the sights of·· . conference changes yearly so that women 
.&i Francisco. Sara Nelson spoke on the . from different parts 'of the country have 
litical and legal significance oftbe Karen the opportunity to participate both as-
ood public education and litigation ef- panelists and audience. 
rt. Karen ~ilkwood was a woman who ( P-lease turn to page four). 
. universal problems currently affecting the 
American Indian. . 
] Harry Wallace, a member of the 
--: NYLS In~ian Law Committee and one of 
· ~ the driving fQrces behind the symposium, 
-; said that the objective was to educate-the 
India!! giving benediction." New .York legal conimuni~y on a field of Jaw 
. first conference of its kind eve; to liehosted tliat "emcompasses a wide area ·of legal is-
by a law school or to be held in the metro- sues and to ~nsitize law students to the 
politan area. Sponsored by the Indian Law problems which affect Native American 
Committee of New York Law School in people today." · 
conjunction with the Conlmitteeon Native •. Judging hithlr~actions of those in 
American Struggles of the National Law- atteooance, the symposium was an infor- · 
yers Guild, the symposium featured infor~ mative and eajoyabl~ gathering that called 
mative; interesting, and concerned speak-· attention to the need for more conferences 
ers ho swke on a :variety of iss\les. Key dealing with _the plight of the .Anierican 
speajre~ Howard Bennanand S~ Deloria IOOian community. 
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Cornell Captures· H_~lan · 
,; .. 1 
:=.~""' M _: · ::>~ J._. _ __ _ ii iliU t Phi Delta Phi Honors Pro~ Limg J 
By-Svetlana V. Petroff 
The . Dwight Inn chapter of Phi Delta 
Phi will host its Annual Spring-. Awards 
Dinner on Tuesday, May 20th, at Rosoffs 
1899 -Restaurant. The - Inn membership 
votes each year to choose the faculty mem-
ber who will be honored at the dinner as the 
Ira Stone Professor of the Year. Phi Delta 
Phi is pleased to announce that Professor 
Kim Lang is tliis year's recipient of the 
award. HoP.,orafy memberships in the fra-
ternity have been extended to Dean. Wil-
liam Bruce and Judge Edward.Re. 
the award is conferred upon a graduating 
student for notable service toJaw school 
community life. Initiation of ;_ew members · 
who joined the fratePnity .this spriJlg and 
· i~stallation of officers for 1980-1~1. will cap 
off the evemng. 
Rosoffs - is .located at 147 W. 43rd 
Street. Tickets to. the dinner cost $15 per 
person;· checks should be made payable to 
!Dwight Inri- Phi Delta Phi. Cocktails will 
begin at 6 pm, with di:QJler to follow. 
] 
< 
l 
] The winnP.r of the_F_ranklyn-C. &taro 
1 SchoruSpirit and Service Award will also 
~ be announced a't the dinner. Traditionally, 
, Phi~Delta Phi also wishes to remind 
those who ordered fraternity T-shirts that 
they are row _available -,in the 2m 
floor-office. -
~ - -
~ 
Robert Salvia and Henry Col"llell during Harlan C_ompetition 
By.Linda Crawford '-.. 
The final round of the. 1980 )ohn M. -.. The case, United States v. Mahalo, 
Harlan Moot Court Competition was held involved issues- concerning tlie nature of 
March 25th at New York Law School. Hen- knowing and voluntary waiver, the-use of 
ry Cornell ('81) took the award for Best casual conversation as an interrogation de-
Oralist, whil~ Best Brief honors went to vice, and the applicability of the exclusion-
Robert Salvia (MYA '82). ary rule to evidence obtained by .private 
citizens' groups~- Hon. Mary Johnson 
The Harlan Competition, named for Lowe, Hon. Charles E. Stewart, Jr., and 
t he-former Supreme Court Associate Jus- ·Robert B. Fiske, Jr., Esq., presided .. · 
tice who graduated from NYLS in 1924, is The verdict was announced at a wine 
an annual event at the school. Thirty-six and cheese reception that_followed the ar-
students entered the competition in early - guments. The NYLS national team of Cor-. 
March, and eight were selected for the nell, Heatwole, and Salvia was named at 
semi-finals. The final round of arguments that time, and tliey will compete in the 
pitted Cornell and Salvia against Margaret prestigious National Moot Court Competi- · 
Enloe~A '~)arrlDie~H&twotef81). ~ .. tion•nexttfa.llr-r<>t 1h,1 ~··tr: ' '--.·.· , .. ~. t.- ' r- • 
g;l-• • 
-._6_ 
The.: Official · 
• • rl' .... - J • 
Bookstore of NYILS 
.• CASEeo·oKS 
·e TEXTBOOKS' 
e DICTIONARIES 
e-LAW CASSETTE$ 
e .. RESTATEM,ENTS. 
,. REVIEW BOOKS 
e· AND1ALL OTHER SCHOc:>~~NEEDS. · 
. ~ . . - - ... - .· 
No\ 'A·/ ''A ·· v- . A~,. , J(.',s ··i· *'* ).v·v0·: • •• : . ·, ..  •· ·11E ·* * 
NYLS:. T~Sb:i'rts . :
* * *'* *.**** * * * * * * *·* ~'** * *· ,SPECIAL ·NOTE.~ .TH~ STUDENT· BAR 
ASSOCIATION OF N-YLS RECENES A 
PERCENTAGE OF GIL~ BUSINESS 
*'* ** · · ·*'*"*'* ** * * * * * * * * * 
COME IN, SIT: ·D0WN~. 1RELAX· 
. - ,. ... - -· 
·IN' THE BASEMENT .-OF. ., 
.- 47 WORTH STrREEJf 
' . 
M, J '& ~COMPANY - _57 Worth Street 
Consumer Center of Lower M-anhattan 
' ' 
by Mark Astarita . in eitper an advisory capacity, or as a 
In order to extend its services· to -a _ source where corisumers can putsue those 
larger p<>rtion of the commUnity, the Cen- 'complaints which go beyond the Center's. 
ter has established an outside speaker pro- capabilities. Any alumnus wishing to be-
-gram. Staff members will be addressing come involved in these aCtivities is urged 
various public schools, colleges and com- to contact Bruce Klein at ' the Center -
murtity organization8 on the functions of Room 308, 47 Worth St. or by phone -
the Center and the most effective ways to 966-7540. 
solve consumer 'complaints. The Center is The Center also wishes to have more 
presently involved in expanding its media students gain the legal and-practical exper-
relation8 so_ that it can receiv~ a greater ience which comes with working at· the · 
variety of complaints. l\t present'the Cen- Center. Students-who wish to volunteer a 
ter receives ·many of its complaints from few hours of their time are asked to contact 
Channel 7, Eyewitness News. ·Other TV the Center as soon as pos8ible, so that 
! JJ,<! ~~~ st,.atio~ .are expe<;te4 tQ ~n fol- ~ ~raining sessions can be arranged. 
low suit. , · The Center is always interested ·in 
In pursuit of more ~ffective consumer helping any --ec:msumer with almost any 
help, the Center is hoping to enlist the aid c~mplaint, and problems should be written 
of NYLS alumni. This assistance could, be . or phoned to ihe Center as they arise. 
~························ 
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! . COM~·IN;AND SEE OtJ1)\ 
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HOUD/\Y INFl!ATION FIGHTERS 
Charles Sturken, Danny Blumenstein, 
By Danny Blumenstein 
How to spend :i>0.00 a day on a Bermuda holiday and love it? First, win an all-
expenses-paid trip for two tb Bermuda sponsored by the International Law Society and 
the SBA. c 
Second, i;;chedule the trip.during "college week" in Bermuda. 
Third, bring a smile and suntan lotion. _ 
· To all of those who didn't buy tickets, tough luck. To all of those who bought ti~ketS, 
. drank, and laughed at the raffle party but, in the end, lost: EAT.YOUR HEARTS OUT! 
This was a vacation my brother and I Will long remember. A week of clouds and rain . 
departed just in thne for our arrival on April 2nd, and it was sunshine and temperatures in 
the 70's for the duration of our 4 days. 
Law Review Elects New Board: 
Morganteen & Giles Fill Top ·Positions 
By Lawrence R. Gel~r · 
The outgoing Editorial Board of the 
New York Law School Law Review has 
with one another, and both share a strong 
desire io elevate the Review to_ national 
status. 
Other Editors 
-- -
. elected a new board, headed by James · 
Morganteen as Editor-in-Chief and Rich-
ard Giles as Managing Editor. 
Morganteen described his'· new posi-
tion as "awesome" in terms of its time re-
quirements. He sees his role as one of con-
tinuing the academic excellence of the 'Re-
view, not of innovation. This will require 
up to 40 hours per week of scrutinizing the 
various materials that go into each issue of 
the Review. Morganteen stated that he 
would not have been able to accept the . · 
position without the support of his wife, 
who is clearly making a sacrifice: 
Other newly elected members oflhe 
board are Topics Editor, J~net Burak; 
Book Review Editor, Maria Melchiori; Ar-
ticles Editors, Henry Berry, Ricl)ard Carl-
son, Deborah · DeLeo, Susan I:;ore, Lisa 
Student Work Sought 
Morganteen wowd like to see mater-
ials ·submitted from the general student 
body, not just memb.ers of the Review. 
"There are a lot of fine legal writers in the 
student population, and we would like to 
take ad vantage of their talents." , 
Richard Giles, the new Managing Edi-
tor, sees' himself as an administrator who 
has more room to be creative than does the 
Editor-in-Chief. Giles will be in charge of 
organizing "cite and substance" teams, 
",- ·11 /'"":>' ••• J 
Richard Giles 
assigning articles to particular editors, Macieski, and Stephen Packard; Notes and . 
managing the ·activities of Law Revi~w Comments Editors, Kenneth . Citarella, 
candidates,·and in general seeing to it that Linda C~wford, Eric Janson·, David Sto-
the day-to-day functioning of the Review is low, and John Woodward; -R.e8earcb:Edi-
smooth. Giles also expressed a desire to tors, Thor_n~ Charbonne~u, AIVWld 
change the image of the Review by having Fried, Meryl Lieberman, arid·Paul Robin-
. Accommodations were at the Marley Beach Hotf:!l. (For those of you who saw greater interaction between the Review son; and Associate Editors, Daniel Blu-
Chapter Two, they were the same cottages pictured in t~e film.) Dinner was ~t t<h~ Reef and the Law School community:. Both Mor- - nienstein, Daniel Friedman, Henry Scor-
Hotel Restaurant, with choices of roast duck, steak, and all varieties of seafood to satisfy ganteen and Giles look forwardtto·worJring cia';. l:Jnci.;~~· ~~'G }-;; ... S\' J.-, l'.~ 1 'iOt• ,., 
the most demanding appetite. r-~ZZ >If LI»»»»»•#"' 1 . . . 
- The vacation coincided with "college week,'' which meant thousands·ofhigb.,spirited, , · XEROXING ·OFFSET RESUMES 
non-stop partying students all over the island. It was almost too m.uch for any single male . Ill . . 
law student to handle, but I rose to the occasion. . While~U-Wait Seryice• 
I'd like to~thank the sponsors of the party for a prirno vacation. We h~ a fantastic · 
time andi'll be hoarding those raffle tickets next year! · p·f-1 1.t: I p so N . e R E SS~ 
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· Higli·· ~ch'&tllers~ Beam~ lthe 
Trutli · A·boiit Law· School 
By Mark Conrad student" and.that the cause of his problems 
One of the major problems with the w~ the death of his father. Witnesses for 
American legal system is that young people both sides were called, including Jesse, liis 
have a limited exposure to the law - when -mother' his school guidance counsellor; 
they, are caught violating it. However, and a psychiatrist. The students acted as 
NYLS students Toni Brandmill and Chuck prosecutors, defense attorneys, witnesses 
Ross, who are participants in the Street · and jurors. The judges included Brandmill 
Law Clinic, have worked on a project to and Ross, who ran the proceeding with 
orient high school students to our legal sys- intelligence and poise. The students 
tern. Brandrnill and Ross work'ed with · a .
1 
seemed interested and hopefully acquired a 
group of 25 students from Charles Evans- working knowledge of the trial process. 
Huges High School, helping the students · _ 
to prepare a mock trial dealing with a fam- • The high school students were part of 
ily law problem. Each of the young people · a special program called "Justice Hughes," 
was ·involved in some aspect of the trial, · which serves as an introduction to law and 
. which was staged at NYLS on March 25th. law enforcement. The students, in addition 
· · to working on the mock- trial, have taken 
The·hypothetical case, Ill the Matter of c;:ourses in criminology and psychology. Ri-
Jesse E., was heard in Family Court to ta Coren, an Assistant Principal at Charles 
determine whether a juvenile was a person .Evans Hughes High School, remarked that . 
in need of supervision (PINS) and should this program is "not only a motivation for 
therefore be placed in an instituion. The the students to go into law, but it gives 
'( · boy's mother (the plaintiff) attePlpted to them a feeling of what is right as against 
provetothejurythatJesse(thedefendant) what is wrong." At least these young 
was "socially irresponsible" and that he had people were able to learn about the law by a 
associated with known criminals. The de- · positive experience, rather than a negative 
fendant contended that Jesse was as "good one. 
\. 
~[b~ ~rn:~~©lf!l&lL~. [?)lli:~~©lf!l~[L~ [?)lli:~~©lf!l 
CONGRATS!!! To Bobby Sox 
A/K/ A "The Water Bomb 
Bombardier" on the comple-
tion of the initiation· ritual for 
induction into the IHTS Fan 
Club. Love MA ' 
To: B.D., }F., B.c.;"·'G.G., i 
P.G., E.B., T.C., R.M., J.A., 
S.S., P.C., AND C.A.: Our 
Hearts won't be the same. 
-STAR 
D.G: - We couldn't have 
done it without you! Thanks 
for everything! - D.Z. 
B.D. - You're all wet! 
-T.S. 
To Paul, Rich, Paul, Rich, 
Jim, Scott, Sha, Stet, Judy, 
Vic·, Dave, Vin, Dave, Rich, 
and Dan: Thank you for your 
help and encouragement. 
Best Wishes. From: Bob, 
_:. ~-h~!.,. Bert, "Robert, " Henry, 
De, ·Bob, Quent, Margret, 
Barb, Sha, Louise, Gary, Ed; 
Svel, Margret, Petro, and 
Eric. 
Wanted: Enterprising, ambiti-
ous, talent~d. experienced 
photographers needed for 
EQUITAS . staff. Above re-
quirem~nts waived for live 
students. See generally I. 
Abel; but see Dorothy 
Zeman. 
©~~~@] ~llW.lf!l©~'t'Jl:fil@J ~Wlf!l©~'t'Jl~@l . ~W~cd 
Students Elect SBA Officers 
The Student Bar Associatio!! held elections for next year's officers on 
March 24th-and 25th, and winners were announced at the Marcil 26th 
Bermuda Party. 
Chris Johnson ('81 ), a former Army Captain, was the landslide winner 
for the SBA Presid,ency. He will be joined by DierdreHeatwole ('81) as 
Secretary and Ilene Magidson ('82) as Treasurer. 
· Outgoing SBA President Vinny O'Hara, in announcing the new officers, 
express~d his sincerest wishes for a successful and_eventful year under 
the direction of the new officers. 
Want Money? File Now 
• . All students intending to borrow a stuoerit loan under the Guaranteed Student 
Loan Program are encouraged to submit all the necessary forms to the Financial 
Aid Office now! Please be aware that. in order for you to have your loan check in . 
hand in time to pay Fall tuition, it is necessary for you to sul>mit your applic~tion to 
the Financial Aid Office before the end of this semester. Those students who fail to 
do so will be expected to pay Fall tuition on their own. · 
• All students interes~'iil'applfihg fo'f the"S~'er College Wol'~.:Stuay "PiQg:o' 
ram and h,ave not as yet applied at the Financial Aid Office, please complete the 
appropriate application immediately. Application forms are available from the 
Financial Aid personnel 
• 1980-81 Tap applications will be available in late April. 
• Any s~udent who will be living at a different address duripgthe summer ~on~hs 
- than the one registered with the school, please contact the financial aid office so. that 
we may have your accurate address. It is important that we have this information in 
order for us to reach you in case additional information is needed _ooncerning your 
application for aid. . 
• Copies of 1979 Income Tax Forms are required of all students requesting 
consideration for financial aid. Dependent students must submit copies of their 
parents' returns as well. Financial Aid applications cannot be reviewed without this 
information. 
Dwight Inn of Phi D~ha ·Phi 
· Women Students 
Attend Conj ere nee , 
fcu11ti1111ed.fiv111 page u11eJ 
Since the first conference was held in 
191.)9 it has grown in size and in the objec-
tives sought. The goal of the first confer-
ence was to establish an informal network 
fm: women in law and to encourage V.·omen 
to·pu_r:sue legal careers. More recently, the 
conference has become a forum for a com-
µrehensi ve examination of women's cur-
rent status within the American legal sys-
AN1N~ -·IU·A·~·,\ , A ~~.1)\\R. ;-:fr\p . '. -~ ···. . . 1.l._ I' -L r\. ·W~ ' 1Ll0 
. . D--- "]rN~-·.\.-. 1~N<:·. 1E,.~" R· · .. . . 
tern. 
. . . 
Prof Changes Post 
Professor Blumenkopf having re-
signed his position as Assistaht District· 
Attorney in New York County has become 
~ssociated with Winer, Neuburger & Sive. 
He has also completed his LL.M'. degree 
requirements at New York University 
-School of Law and was a~member of the. fuc~ty of the Tria.f:rechniques P~iram at 
,Hofstra Law School. 
I I, l· •,I '. . 
J - ' l I ·. I ! -
will honor . · . · 
Prof. Kimr M., Lang 
as the Ira Stone ·Professor of the Year.·" 
Tue~day, 1:fay 20, 1980; 6:00-PM 
Rosoff's 1899 Restaurant 147 W. 43 St. at _Bway 
-. - All studen~, ,~a:Cwty. and alumni are invited to attend~ , 
-Tic;kets . ~:yailab~~Ji,:01n ~ra,ternity .me~her-s qr c ~all ~%~3500_ ext . . 722-, . 
$15.00 per person 
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Moat Court RounduP-
New Board AnnQuiiced 
Would a Jdeartless 
W0rrlCI Be Differer1t7 
_By James Frankie 
It struck without notice. It defied all logic. A mysterious object descended from the 
sky, _and the particles it released savagely attacked the human chest cavity and engulfed 
the human heart. Only the heartless remained. The lawyers survived. Some precocious 
law students also survived. Most members of the American Civil Liberties Union and the 
National Lawyer's Guild survived.' Investiga~on and research revealed t hat although 
these groups were found to possess hearts, their hearts were often in tJ:ie wrong place and 
thus were unaffected when the mysterious particles attacked. Those who remained were 
. faced with the task of reconstructing a civilization. 
It was soori realized that various jobs . needed to be filled. If the world were to 
continue, not everyone could be a lawyer. Someone had to do something. The law students 
became lawyers, now a rather undesirable. profession. Doctors were needed, but heart 
specialists were 'riot. Countless other jobs were quickly filled. There were plumbers, 
farmers, l.R.S. auditors, frankfurter pushcart men, electricians, firemen, Park Avenue 
molemen, architects, entertainers, bag people, three card monte dealers, pilots, and ~ public officials. All took up the task before them, yet things did not seem the same. Both 
o blue-collar and white-collar workers went to work in navy b1ue pinstripe suits. Every-I · body, even the bag people, carried their lunches in brown-leather attache cases. In the 
evening, everyone came J:iome and pretended to enjoy watching television on Channel 13. 
Religious freedom was staunchly defend.ed, yet no religions existed. 
Henry Cornell and Dierdr.e Heatwole. Finally the people realized a _need to enjoy themselves. The major form of entertain-
By Scott Batterman The new Board Members will join ment became pun concerts. Hours of nonstop puns were their trademarks. The profession 
The outgoing Moot Court· Executive three returning members, Robert C<:mroy, grew into a most'Iucrative field. Admission to pun school became almost impossible (unless 
Board has selected the membership of the Bert Obrentz and Shelley Rossoff, all mem- you came from a family with boring influential uncles). As time passed, other fields grew. 
1980-81 Executive Board. Joining National hers of the MYA Class of January 1981, in As they did, the need for their regulation developed. Lawyers were the obvious choice to 
Team Members Henry Cornell, Deirdre carrying out the Board's duties: conducting assume this supervisory function. They soon rose like yeast to prominence once again. It 
Heatwole and Robert Salvia on the ·new the first year oral argument requirement; was not long before they were again equated with whores; ro doubt this view-was based 
Board will be EQUITAS Advertising running the two intramural competitions; . _ on the rebuttable presumption that both lie for a living. 
Manager Mark Astarita, Quentin Atherly", choosing and preparing teams for the out- · 
Margaret Enloe, Barbara Farr, Sharon side competitions; and generally enhancing 
Hernstadt, Louise Horowitz, Gary Lind- the 'role of oral advocacy at NYLS. The 
. eroth, Edward Penn, Svetlana ·Petroff, Board has made great gains in the past few 
Margaret Sandercoc~, Petro Stawnychy years, and it wishes the new Board con-
and Erik Veski. tinued good fortune in carrying out its role. PERSONAL/CLASSIFIED ADS Suitable for buying or Selling uSed books, locating or advertising available apartments 
or sublets, personal notes, etc. - . 
., t..aaerr Law _CComwetition.:. ..~~.-,;."1 _-. "'! ~-!.f· f .. q . ., p~ ' -5 lines or less of 39 characters 
·(letters and spaces) 
( eo1di1111ed.fi-0111 page oneJ was Adjunct Prof. Marshall Lippman, '73, 
prize for Best Brief went to a team from the_ who, while a Dean at NYLS, inaugurated $2.00 Studt!ntS 
University of Cincinnati College of Law. and administered the competition. Lipp-
Best Oral Advocate was won by Geoffrey man now teaches labor law at the school, each additional line or portion 
Schwartz of the Florida State University ·and aided in the preparation of the problem $.50 Students 
College of Law. Other teams that advanced and the judging of briefs. He was pre-
to the quarter finals, along with NYLS, sented with a plaque by the Wagner Com- · 
were Capital University Law School; Case mittee, upon which was engraved, "You Name · 
Western Reserve University/Franklin T. should have warned us." 
Backus Law School; Dickinson School of The Wagner Committee wishes to ex-
Law; Florida State University College of press its gratitude to the numerous labor Address 
Law (two teams from Florida State advan- law practitioners and professors in the . 
ced); George Washington University Na- New York area who gave of their time as Amount Enclosed 
Make checks payable to Equltas and mall to 
tional Law Center; State University of judges of both the oral arguments and the 
New York at Buffalo Law School; Univer- briefs. Special thanks were expressed to 
sity of Dayton School of Law; University of the many NYLS ·alumni who served in this 
Georgia School of Law; University of capacity; to the members of the full-time 
North Carolina - Chapel Hill; University and adjunct faculty who helped the Wagner EQUITAS 
of Pittsburgh Law School; University of Committee in preparing and organizing the New York Law School. 
Santa Clara School of Law; and University competition; and to the many students who . 57 ·Worth Street 
$3.00 Alumni 
$.75Alumni 
Year of Graduation 
Zip Code 
of Tennessee College of Law. took time out to act as bailiffs, ~ides, and New York, New York .10013 
Also honored at th~ awards ceremony r:g;e~n:·e~ra~l s~u=p~po~rt~s~taf~f.~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~-~:-~!-~· :!~~:!!!!!~~~~~~=i 
Equitas needs typewriters, 
especially electric ones. Generous 
tax deductible gifts from Alumni, 
would be highly appreciated. 
Our hand cranked models have 
given their last. 
THANKS!! 
Cozy Atmosphere - Fine Wines 
-Delicious Foods - Reasonable Prices - Good Vibes 
Tel.: 22e~9919 . - 21 ;6th AVENUE·, 
. (Off 'Wal~er Street) 4 Blocks from NYLS · . OPEN: MONDAY - FRIDAY, NOON TO 3 A.M. SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, 5 P.M. TO 3 A.M. 
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Don Quixote . ·~Sa11ies;-to t!YJ~tf4~$~~:~, · ~;?i ,~· r _Symposi·um :Pa;kage . Offered 
Look oµt Toto Scanlon, they got your - altered to fit .the theme. The number was By Charles..G. Sturckeri presented by some of the·leading interna-
The )nternational Law Society has . tfonal tax attorneys in the nation. act together and put it onstage at Murray 
Bergtraum High School on March 29th, 
1980. . 
Billed as the "Impossible Dream," a 
· take·off of "The Man of La Mancha,'' the 
Third Second Annual NYLS Revue 
spoofed our illustrious admin~tration.· In 
the starring roles of Don Quixote and his 
able assistant Sancho were Clifford Green, 
as E. Don Shapiro, Dean of the Law 
School, and Louis Atlas, as Toto Scanlon. 
Together the pair traveled the highways of 
NYLS. 
The story unfolded as a soon-to-be-stu-
dent received his acceptance and ended at a 
mock gradu;iti<:>n. · 
The characters, Toto Scanlon and E. 
Don Shapiro; served as the vehicles for 
allowing the. restof the cast to do their 
thing . 
Among the notable numbers was 
· Louis Atlas' rendition of "NYLS" support-
ed by the Village Plaintiffs - Marty 
' Brandfon, Bob Cherofsky, and Bob Drake 
- and backed up by The Band. The group 
danced their way through the song 
"YMCA,'' sung with certain lyric changes 
to fit the theme of the show. 
A second rousing number was "Law· 
School Vision." The sketch, \_¥ritten by 
Cliff Green, was an adaptation of the song 
"Bandstand." Once again the lyrics were 
'- UNDER NEW-MANAGEMENT 
· We novJ Cater P~rti~Ji' 
NYLS students. 
welcome as always 
T;HE, 
_·Gli:WAY 
s~AlY 
179 WEST .BROADWAY 
JUST ROUND THE 
CORNER ON WEST 
BROADWAY BETWEEN 
WORTH AND LEONARD 
Hot Sandwiches 
Good, Prices T.oo! 
belted out by Ellen Badler, backed up by 
the swinging sounds of NYLS's Band. 
The finale brought the whole ensemble 
onto the stage, led by· last year's beloved · 
Blues Brothers, Jim Flannigan ana Cliff 
Green. - · 
A riotous cast party, ·organized by 
Sharon Hernstadt, was neld after the 
show. Both cast-and audience attended. "It 
was one of the_ best parties l'~e been to 
since I" started law school,'' raved Mark 
Astarita, EQUJT-AS Adyertising 
Manager. 
- The Third Second Annual NYLS Law 
Revue can be easily classified as the best. 
The show moved away from its previous 
talent show atmosphere, into a planned and 
executed satire of this noble institution. 
just received~ copies of the multimedia Professor Peter Schroth is the Gener-
package_ produced. from the "Foreign In- al Editor of the publicatiQn, and New York 
vestment in the United States" symposium Law School.~as ·represented at the sym-
held ?-t New York· Law School last October posium by Prof~ssors Zuha;Y-r A. Moghrabi 
8th and 9th. The society, in conjunc.tion -and,Ernest 0. Stieff7l. Professor Moghrabi 
'w.ith Condyn~ international law publish-- led all interesting discussion on~advising 
ers, is making the pu,blicatiqn. available Middle Eastern clients, and Professor 
through its. offices at New .York Law Stiefel detailed the aspects of eoumeli-ng 
School. 1o< European clients. 
The publication consists of ~Sette Interested readers can place orders 
tapes of the lectures given during the sym- for~ the multimedia package through the 
posium and accompanying outlines by the · - International. Law Society l:!t New York 
speakers. Topies in the book include: "Ad- Law School. The; volume provides an inten-
visirig Your Foreign Cli~nt"; "Immigra- sive survey of investment laws in · the 
tior(; and "Foreign Investmenrin Real.Es- .United State§ ar:ld is an invaluable hand-
tate.1' Hal( of the tapes and the bulk of the h9ok for a.n practitioner- concern~ with 
printed materials are devoted to taxatic~n, foreign investment. · 
'l'NE UNsioPPY COPY SHOP . 
is opening its second shop at 79 Worth Street 
• h 
. -
After serving the copying needs of NYU and Cardozo Law School and doing oyer one 
· thousand legal resumes in our first year of op~ration we have\become eiperts at every type of . 
document or resume you can come up with. We feature: 
~ 
NEW XEROX 9500 & KODAK OFFSET QUALITY 
COMPUTER WORD·PROCESSING 
resumes.....:. repetitive letters - manuscripts - - briefs 
60 VARIETIES OF FINE PAPER 
· LARGE DOCUMENT COPYING 
CHESHIRE BINDING 
COLOR XEROX 
"" FILM PROCESSING_ 
,_ 
The proprietor is a graduate of NYU Law School who deCided to open the highest quality copy centers in Neyv York. Try 
us and see for yourself!· . ' · · · 
• Corporate and Organizational Charge Accounts Welcome • 
(·21·2·)i·226-4058 
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lleba1e: tife and Death at NVt.S 
_ Thi~ being the last column exhibiting their sterling reparte, our two legal legends 
have chosen to take one more retrospective look at this beloved institution. P. Cornelius 
Wheeze,. remaining consistent to the end, concludes that there is merit to be found in the 
-administratioJ!'S methods, while Zip A. Deedodah, as usual, disagrees and finds that it is · 
the studefifs themselves, with the help of an QCcasionally sympathetic faculty member, · 
·who makes the time spent here bearable. 
My Dear Zip, 
This will b~ my last attempt to lead you away from the path to intellectual destruction 
_ that you so eagerly follow. Let me remind you of a delightful stroll we took through the 
halls of our alma inate.r, NYLS. There we met a variety of intriguing-students whose 
stories can only warm the cockles of your heart and put a smile on that otherwise 
expressionless face. (I fear I ask too much.) 
.We began by making our way toward the opulence of the Froessel Law Library. 
There, carefully placing a razor blade back into his billfold, was our first student, Elmo. 
His story is an education in finance. for when ·~he bank mistakenly bounced his tuition 
check, the school immediately informed.him that he would be asked to depart; it was his 
problem; and that no aspiring law student should ever commit such a heinous act. At first 
he grieved (as did I when he related his tale of woe), but then he realized that it was only 
the immortal leader's. way of teaching him a lesson. Moral? - Pay cash or a personal check 
to your favorite dean. 
Now,. as we descended further in the venerable "A" building into our majestic interna-
tional law library, we met our second student, Herbert. His fellow students call him 
"Splash." We found him with arms and legs tethered to the shelves while tiny creatures in 
pinstripe suits read him Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Vol.2, from cover to cover, 24 hours a 
\ . 
day. The reason? Another lesson. It seems Splash was recently seen emptying the 
contents of his ~er can onto the floor: Unfortunately, he forgot to see if anyone was 
standing there. It was Dean Roll-on. But, with a reserve characteristic of our unflappable 
Ieader8, he was·only.asked to partake of the abov~escribed activity. Surely it will help us 
all gi:ow together. The moral: if you're going to empty something, make it a steam shovel. 
The last student we spoke to-was seated high up on the roof of ol' "A." Somewhat 
dazed, he was repeating a long list of names he had etched onto the rooftop. He paused 
when he saw .us and we asked what preoccupied him. "The Jlonor Roij," he said. "You 
know' like sman towns always have on their war monuments." 
• 
I was confused. Who could possibly have given their lives at NYLS? 
s4ws533 
Roundtrip from 
New York -
to Luxembourg 
Roundtrip 
from Chicago 
to Luxembourg 
No restrictions· 
/ 
Confirmed reservations• free wine with dinner, cogn.ac afte~ • 
"No one," he replied. "I know the missing third is alive somewhere, but I don't know 
where." 
"The missing third?" 
"Yes. Over one hundred of the folks we entered with have vanished. They tell me tbe-
same thing happens in other classes," he added despondently . 
We quickly submerged to level two to seek out The Great One for an explanation. After 
three receptionists, an armed guard, and a dancing seal we located his shelter. "Why?" we 
asked. . 
"It was in fairness to t hose that remained. We couldn't afford to run this place.ifwe 
had to support three hundred ofy~u. But since.we removed every third head, theirmpney '. , 1 
can keep the rest of the students in Reporters." 
Well imagine! I never would have thought it, but surely he was right. The only way 
we could ever pour as much ,money into faculty and facilities as we do is to eliminate some 
of the overhead - students. 
After leaving, I \\'.as refreshed. So much potential and an unending stream of fair 
dealings. . 
So Zip, we saw .it all together. The.re c~n be no dqup.t;i~l?,<>JJH!}e,la~t~ .. A:ng~\ll"gly, 
since no other rationale but the leader's wiITTuffi'ee, you will finally see things our way. I 
don't see how you can disagree, but alas, I'm sure you will. Nonetheless, I wish you the-
best. Hopefully someday you will choose the right path and all will be right with the worl<l. 
M~. . 
' 
Yours, 
P. 
My Dear P, My comrade in arms, my brother legalist, and my reason for believing 
that even God can make a mistake, 
I had hoiied that this; being the last in our long line of exasperating correspondences, 
would have· resulted in a final "meeting of the minds." I now realize that this is an 
.im~ssibility, because in order to have a meeting of two minds, both parties must be 
working with a full deck, a.nd in this area you have once again been found lacking. It 
appears that your mind·(or whatever is left of it), having taken its cue from baseball and 
the big apple, hl,ls hit the picket lines and is striking for a higher minimum salary and the 
right to enter the free ag~nt mark~t and get itself traded to an inhabitant of the Central 
Park Zoo, while leaving yoli with two ant entrails and a llama brain.to be named at a later 
d~a _ · . -
I, too, remember our recent stroll.through these hallowed halls, yet r fail to recall any 
basis for your rather distorte!] conclusions. Why' at this point, that should surprise me is 
indeed a puzzling question in and of itself. Nevertheless, I find that, once again, I must 
attempt to set the record straight. While it is true that during our recent tour we did 
indeed come upon some rather unique and outrageous characters, their behavior was 
merely a reaction to the indifference and distaste displayed by those who lead from above . 
How can you forget that charming chap, Flim Flamigam, who, while attempting to 
complete his legal education by mail, ~e to the aid of an entire section by providing them 
with the outline they needed in order to pass their Con ~aw exam. Or how about that 
crackerjack fellow, Gab Cherflopskydopsky, (God Bless You!), who was able to take a no restrictions on stays to 1 yr. or advance purchase. ~nces valid 
from U.S. from March 10 thru May 14, t.980. All schedules and 
prices subject to c ha nge and government approval. P urchase 
tickets in the U.S. 
---.----------~------:i 
- fellow student who had set new nonattendance recoi-<ls·in his environmental law course, 
and in one night teach him everything he hl¥1 to know to pass the .exam. Why even 
professors were not finmune from displaying feelings such as kindness toward people less 
rSee your travel agent1>r write Dept. #CN · . 1· I Icelandair P.O. Box 105, - · I I West Hempstead, NY 11552. · 
Call in NYC, 757-8585; elsewhere, call 800.555-1212 for the I I toll-free number in your area. I I - Please send me: 0 An Icclandair flight t_imecable. I O Your European Vacations brochure. I 
. ·1 . I 
Name I •· I Address • 
I I : - : City I • 
: I State Zip : 
~ I ICEl:.ANliAIR,_ I . ! 
-· · I Still your best value to Europe · · . ..I : 
: L:; --~-~---~-~=::-.-::::-.-=:::-.-:: ............... . ~--···········==·-············-···--······· 
- fortunate than themselves. Have you forgotten-how_ that distinguished legallegend, 
Smiles l\{cMuffui, told us that students should be encouraged to be lawyers! Imagine that 
coming from the same faculty that brought you Steve "Don't call me Woody" Newperson, 
who seeks each semester to properly fill out hjs bell curve no matter h<;>w many "D's" he 
has to give out to do it. 
No my dear P, you have once again missed every point, including the one that lies 
between your ears. Sunjval at l'.fYLS lies not within the walls of the 2nd and 5th floors of 
good old "A," but rather in the friendships developed and the bonds created between 
students (and an occasional faculty m~mber). as they face their common enemy - law 
school education. · 
So, my old and somewhat dilapidated friend, until we meet again on the unemploy-
ment lines of tomorrow, I bid you a fond f~well. 
Yours 'til the deans find out, 
Zip 
·JJt_ ""'· '.'i;.As· 11 - - - -. ...... ~ •• • •· "" • .:r.."' "'"'" .,...,._.,. • C'-'"-''~~ . ........_._ ....... ,~,,,.,, ·;;._L ;;~ .... -~ -·""'l·- in . ~ . - " 
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To the Editor: , · Office. You · are ~eated. ·In f;ont of yOO, -
InresponsetotheletterofGaryGraif- ! be!_i.ind_ a desk is The ~xafuiner, a yourig 
man in the last issue of EQUITAS, I would m~ with an affable ~mile. To your left and 
like to add a· few relevant and overweight · slightly out of your ~e'of vision is_The 
comments. Examiner's assis4Utt.' Her purpO'se is iOact 
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Production Mana9er 
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How dare the students of NYLS at- as a polygraph.,, Spe will111 observe you 
tack the man wh~ supports the addictions throughout the session in order to detect 
of hundreds of-our fellow Americans. Mr. signs of nervousness which impute-dishon-
Graifman must surely realize that our esty. The questions begin. Curiously they 
great nation - our very system of govern-:_ . all re~ate to an acqu~tan~ of yours, John 
ment - was built upon junk food. To casti- Doe. You are asked if Mr. Doe engaged in 
gate a loyal American for supporting t_he any ,unusual behavior on a certain date and 
very foundations of ow· griat society is not . if you observed him disobeyingthe Lawoli 
only crude, malicious and unethical, but is ; -that date. Your _answer is no. to these and 
absolutely anti-American. Where would I similiar questions. You had no idea that 
this great nation be without junk and su- · John'Doewas-acriminal, butn<;>wyouthink 
gar? Our generation, with its insatja"QJe de- ·differently. The session end~ and you are 
sire for a bit of sweetness, has supported. ushered out without any explanation of 
every great corporation from General Mills. why you were asked these questions. You 
to Drakes for the last 25 years. Many of us feel sorry for John- Doe, but he apprently 
know no other way of life; we grew up on brought this on _hin]self or Why would They 
_· Fruit Loops, moved on to Swiss Rolls and .ask these questions? 
are presently gorging ourSelves on those You realize that you will neverfu.tdout 
delicious and non-nutritious French Crul- what really happened, for They operate in 
lers. · . . _ · secrecy. You will, however, know that 
Staff: Martin Brandfon, Risa Cohen, Robert Conroy, Henry·Comel!. -Z.A. Dee~odah, 
Deborah Deleo, Andrew Franklin, James Frankie, Gail Gutmann, Robert Hicks, 
William Holm, Howard Jordan, Edward Lopez, Joyce Meisner, Jerome Maryon, 
. Svetlana Petroff, Robert Salvia, Carol Schlein, Frank Sl)~han, Linda Stanch, P. 
Wheeze. 
Photographers: Ellen Ba~ler, Mark Hofer. 
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This is both a happy and a sad time for us as the new editors of EQUITAS. 
Putting out our first issue of the paper is an exhilarating, albeit nerve-wracking, 
experience._ But it also means having _to say· good-bye to so'me very special 
·ipeople - the graduating editors of.EQUITAS. 
While we are genuinely happy for them that their ordeal is at an end 
(almost), we are huinan enough (and therefore selfish enough) to wish we 
could keep them here for oursellres. They have done a fine job this past year, 
and.we will do our best to keep up the good work. 
Otir deepest- thanks to all of the graduating editors, and especially to Scott 
Batterman, Chris Goban, Gerry Grow, and Kent Terchunian, for teaching us · 
all they kne"'. - and in record time - and for being tl)ere wh~n we needed 
them. Special thanks to Tony Belkowski and Bob Drake, two "wild and crazy 
guys" who performed perhap1? the·most val"uable function of an ·- they made 
us laugh. 
And last, · but definitely-not least,- our very spetial thanks to 'Dennis 
Gagl)-6n, Editor-in-Chief Emeritus.and World's Nicest Guy- for everything .. 
.His dedication, sense of r~sponsibility, professionalism, and·most expecially, 
his genuine caring for ~<;!UITAS and the-people who worked on it, have made 
the past year a real•pleasure. You'r~ a tough-aCt tp follo.'r, Dennis! . 
. Our congratulations to ttie graduating editors and statf of EQUITAS, and 
to the entire class of 1980. We.wisn allf"of you·the best-of luck!_. 
A J. __ .b .. w~· -I ··_i,-.,-.' ·o----=- -: . - ·: -- . .,-. . .. • .. _ I ,,_ , • C ~ .,. • • . I . I ' . . r. ' . -.. ,o. , ; .. !'.e . I - .oJ:i.e .. 
.. _, , .,._ . . - . 
We extend our thanks and congratulations to the Office of the Associate 
Dean for Academic Affairs for the registration packet distribu.ted several weeks 
ago. TJ:ie inclusion of the "Spring.1981 Projected Elective Course Offerings" is 
of enormous !telp to those of us who must attempt .to juggle required courses, 
desired electives, WQrk plans, and personal life (for these of us who have any of 
that left). · 
We hope that-the "projected" course offerings will, in fact, come to be as. 
they pre currently listed. The benefit of having schedules for both semesters 
would obviously .be curtailed if students plan their Fall and Spring schedules -
simultaneously, only to find out too late that certain courses have been 
dropped. 
We, the loyal meml;>ers of L.S.S_.T. . when John does not come to w~rk ~\Ml 
(Law Students with Sweet Teeth) call on all morning,_ the case has been cloSed, for 
of our fellow students to bite down on this They operate at night. 
revolutionary movement Mr. Graifman is - If you think the above is a scene rrOm 
attempting to start. Gil, and all loyal ' Stalin's Russia, you are probably right\ If 
Americans, deserve our -full support and . you think the above is not New York Law 
backing in these trying times. Sure, Gil 4as School, you are definitely wrong. The 'Ex-
strayed from the flock in the past, but he is aminer is Dean Scanlon, the assistant Mrs. 
trying to keep in line and· with our help he Corke, and John Doe is a student. Theal-
will surely succeed. Last semester when he leged crime is cheating. 
tried to sell apples, did we buy them? NO! · Apparently a rul'!.lor had circulated 
Those sickeningly "healthy apples sat an~ that John Doe cheated on a final._ Tliere is 
rotted! Last year when· Gil had another 'no evidence of cheating by John Doe other 
moment of insanity, and stockea his count- than rumor and bold accusationst Hard evi-
ers with funny little dried.fruits and.nuts, dence would have precluded any n~ for 
we arose again and struck him down'- Gil such ~n "investi~tion." gat~er ~.!11 ~ 
- -mnt.ltfs·fruits ana nutssat andoned ana got up scnftinYauringffiture e~ams in oiifeFt.o 
drier, but 'we never, never gave in and catch cheaters iirthe act, the Administra-
bought them. Victory was again-ours when tion has decided to engage in trial by rumor 
he_was forced to send them the way of the and character assasination. This has been 
apples. _ · accomplished by the wholesale questioiµng 
And now this weirdo movement has. of all the m~nibers of John Doe's"class. 
started again, and we shall overcome it Merely by asking each member of the 
once again. Sµre Gil has had his lapses and class quesfions concerning John, the Ad-
yogurt has appeared on his shelves - taking ministration has destroyed John Doe's re-
up the space of~ few high calorie chocolate putation with the people with whom he haS 
milks - but that can be overloo}ced. After to interact. This has been done regardlesS 
all, something that has 250 calories can't be of whether John actually cheated or ool 
all bad. We need our )unk ._ the mainstay of New York0Law School"has sunk to the level 
our Great Society - and we cannot allow of the National Enquirer (cf. N.Y. Post): 
those upstart wack-o health nuts to control Some students in their zeal to become 
our man Gil. So, as we have done for the judges or gate-keepers of the public Gd 
past-3 years, we will continue ~o deJiland _ professional morals seem to have se~ • 
t~e junk a~d ignore the healthy nonse~se this oppo!"lunity to flex their budding ta-
G1l has taking up space. And the next time lents. I think we shall all be the ones to 
you see one o.f GJl's lovely, swt!et and po1ite suffer as victim8 in this case. - · 
counterpersOJ!S giv-ing. a revolutionary' The issue, as seen &y myself and other 
Mahalo-type person a cup of hot water , · ri)embers· of the class is whether a student 
an un-American .cup_of herbal tea, YELL, is. entitl~ to any of the protectio~ Be-
. SCREAM, AND SHQW T!fEM. T~AT ·~ordedfreepersonsorwhetherwemustbe. -
. WONDERFUL BELL!'.'! . in fear of a knock-on the doo;: Is it proper 
A..?d rem~mber: Ca.vities and Calories for the ~dminst:ation to engageiri charac· ·• 
earn big Salanes. · ter ~ssasination thereby destroying a sm: · • 
. . ----.sincerely, dent'srreputation ana emotional sta12ilify.? 
. -~ig Belly 8-rucie We think not. Evel'¥one, even a law sty. 
(Ed. 11ote: A u thor's narne has bee;i with- dent, should be entitled to due process aitd 
held ())1 -request.) freedom from trial by rumor . 
To the Editor:" 
To everyone who helped make -the 
"Third S_econd Annual Law Revue" the 
success it was: New York Law School, the 
Student Bar Association, Phi Delta Phi, 
cast, crew, band, audience, and Section A 
'80-
. It is important to rememoor that John 
Doe was not caught cheating. It was ol!ly 
after several 'of John Doe's ''friends" com-
plained that they had noticed' John cheat~ 
ing, that Uie.Administratjon began the prO-
cess -of intE:rrogation. If mere complaints 
by a few people can lead to the Adrninistra:-
tion's wholesale questioning df an entiri\ 
THANK YOU! class concerning a .student's behavior, w~:.w 111 
Martin Brandfon -had all better be sure not to rub anyone th.ft 
wrong way. RegaroJess of the truth of 
complaints~ the "effect of the -investi; 
.. . (pleasetiirn:to" · ~r--"">t 
To the Editor: 
An assistant u8hers you into the~Inner 
_ ( cont:iu!uedfr&m:pq,ge eight) • 
Is the same- the accused is guilty. 
- The implications that flow from a 
charge of cheating demand that there 'be 
actual evidence of cheating before any ac-
' ·>,' 
"'<---
Peat-Marwick-Mitchell type audit is ini-
tiated, the school may become more able to 
effectively utilize scarce resources for the 
benefit of students and faculty . . 
Hopefully, 
Brian Kanzaki 
- tion is taken. In addition, any action taken 
should not be shrouded in secrecy. In the 
instant case, the Administration's 'effort 
appears to have afforded the-accusors and To the Editor: _ . . 
finger-p<>inters far more protection than _ Th~ Wagner Moot. Co~-Conumttee 
the accused. The baseless-character assassi- would ~e to share ~h -the law school 
nation that the Adminstration has engaged . ~mmurut~ :: e;;;:ss1ons ;f ~n~t~ 
. in should not be permitted-to occur again. Iear'ons recW e1v Coa e. <:°nc Thus1on od ~ 
. w·11 K" hh fi Y s agner mpetit1on. e stu ents, 
I ire o er - d . . t . d fa ,;lh, h h . 
- a mirus ration an c~~.r w o gave t eir 
To the Editor: time were primarily responsible- for the 
smooth ope.ration of one of the largest moot 
I- am writing to you to express my court competitions in the county, and 
anger at the Law School's n_uillgram "blitz" should be congratulated 'for a well-run-pro-
threatening students with expulsion if they ject. 
do not pay their tuition by April 1st._ It is The Committee owes special thanks to · 
my opinion truii if a student does not re- the many students who served in the front 
ceive all of his grad~s the institution has not lines as cler,k-limekeepers, and to Phil 
lived up to its affirmative responsibilities . . - King, Joanne Reale and Pam Landberg of 
Timely notice of grades is often important the NYLS administration. Thanks are also 
to eve~g students who receive tuition re- owed to Dean Bill Bruce for his_ -unfailing 
missions from their employers only when ·confidence and support, Financier Arnold 
the employer has received a full set of Graham for bis help and cooperation and to 
grades from the preceeding semester. '.Administrative Assistant Gail Kashishian 
Instead of spending my tuition money for almost everything. The assistance of 
to pay for mailgrams, th~ school should Adjunct Professors Marshhll Lippmann, 
- look for ways to reduce tuition and .cut ·-Ed Bennett and Phil Ruffo in drafting the 
wasteful spending. A regt!lar first class let- fact pattern was also critical to the compe-
. tercould have been.sent fora.fraction of the tition's success. · 
cost. Thanks again, and congratulations f<_>r 
Perhaps NYLS students, drawing an outstanding job and a-successful compe-
from their peers with relevant work ex- · tition. - · · 
perience, could assist the administration . Yours truly, · 
by conducting a management-type audit of Thomas Lynch 
this.sr.hool's administrative ooerations. Ifa For the W~erCommittee 
TO·THE. 
... . ~ . 
,Insider's View ·- ·, 
Political Organizing 
~ward Lopez and Howard Jordan ·. 
Attorney Ramon Jimenez is presently a coordinator. of The Coalition in Defense of 
Puerto Rican and Hispanic Rights. He iS a graduate of Harvard Law School, and has 
taught at Hostos Commt,mity College, York College, New York University Law School, 
and Rutgers Law School. Jimenez has been the object of numerous criticisms by Mayor 
Koch for his open defiance against the Administration's "cutback" policies. In 1979, Mayor 
Koch filed charges With ~he American Bar As8ociation, alleging that Jil!lenez has ~used 
legal process by serving him with a "peoples' subpoe_na." Jimenez an<;! the coalition were 
more recently involved in a confrontation with the Mayor over the holding of a Town Hall 
Meeting in the South Bronx. The following excerpts provide some insight into Jimenez' 
views on.the role of lawYers in "grassroots" community organizing. -
Q: Can you explain how a law school education affects one's ability to organize 
politically? . . 
Ji Many people do not survive the law school experienc~ -in a positive fashion. Often 
people come from the same class and ethnic background as myself, graduate-from law 
school, and become "professionals". By "professionals" I mean those who approach law as 
just a 9 to 5 job and who have no activerelationship·with the community. Many will work 
for the wealthy or in positions in the bureaucracy where they can accomplish little 
politically. Even those wh!> do work in legal services don't see the iniportance of commun-
ity organizing. They abandon their politics ani:l activism and become "specialized techni-
cians. "A.· lawyer should have a number of skjlls beyond that of a legal technician. Lawyers 
must combme the skills of a legal technician with an understanding that they must play a · 
greater part in the movement for social change. AJtorneys that don't see.the political side 
of law serve to disorganize people. Laws change in accordance with the level of commun-
ity organizing. For example, the Civil Rights Acts were concessions made as a result of 
organization within the Black community. This is something lawyers must explain to the 
people. In my own experience, I know that there is a difference in legal result when I 
defend someone in any empty courtroom than when I defend someone in a packed 
"house." The attitude of the judge and the legal syste~ changes· totally. One-' can see the 
tremendous power that 'comes from the organization of oppressed people. -
Q:IJ:ow .did you, in y9ur law schooi experience; escape this apolitical processing? 
. J: When I wentto Harvard Law School, the.clas·s difference between myselfarld the 
other students was very clear. Eighty-five perceQt of-the student population were 
"WASP:" You were clearly excluded from their circles. I also chose to isolate myself from 
the ''Harvard experience" and became involved in student organizing and political study. 
For example, in my first year of raw school, I was almost expelled for refusing to do Moot 
· Court. I had a friend in prison who had an appeal pending. He wanted me to work on,his 
appeal, so I told my-professor that I would rather work on ~a real case than spend time 
researching 5 or 6 weekS on a hypotpeti~case. L~w schools, ins~ad.of.making stud.,_,~,,._,__. 
spend time on hypothetical cases, should- permit 'st d~nt:s t-o worK" on ·real cases. The 
professor e_ventually agreed with me am we formulated analternativ-e to Moot Court. 
Another reason why I preserved my politieal awareness is that I had a sense of where 
I was at politically before entering law school. My mother works in a garmentJactory for 
:ii120 a week. When Rockefeller buys a bed for $37;000 while my motherin 10 years made · 
about $37, 000, it symbolizes to me the inequities of the society. When I went to law school, 
I recognized who controlled the society and why. I also recognized that nothing could stop 
me from organizing to help my people. 
Q: After Mayor Koch announced the closing of Hostos Community College - the first 
bilingilal college in the"United States - you became involved in a campaign' to save the 
college. What was your involvement in this confrontation with the city Administration? 
- J: When I was teaching at Hosfos, I w.as involved in student struggles for acquiring 
quality faculty and increasing-financial aid for students. In this area, my legal education 
helped iri ~ringing my acquired knowledge to bear on certain problems concerning the 
closing of the college. These problems included, for example, challenging an injunction 
after we had occupied the college as a form of protest over budget cuts. 
In the campaign to save Hostos, we also managed to form a broad coalition involving 
such political power group~ as e~-Deputy Mayor HeJ1!lan Badillo am the Pue.rt<> Rican 
Socialist Party. We did this by trying to educate the people as tQ the ilnportance of 
political 'unity in these historic times. Historic unity in certain times is not st:r:ange to our 
. people's history. However, in our commrinities certain ~eople that should work together 
fail to do so. Hostos SJrnbolized the importance ofj>olitical leadership i11 this city, working 
in unison around basic rights and issues confronting Puerto Ricans in the United States. 
Q: Di!l this campaign ~o s~ve Hostos Community College result in court actions? . 
, J: I represented several people arrested in oui; campaigns. :twas also one of 40 people 
who were arrested durihg one of the ''.takeovers." My philosoP.hY from a study pf diffen!nt 
political movements is that when one is aware Of impending· arrest dunng a protest, Ol]e 
must be sure that t1ie protesters are willing to be <arrest~d en mass. When there are mass 
~rests, havo.c is created in the legal process. The court is not ready to handle 40 
defendants who took over a scbool or blocked traffic fqr 3 or 4 hours. If every one of them 
asks for a separate ti-ial with a separate lawy,er, it would create total chaos. When the 
Ho1;tos campaign protesters were ~rrested, w~ knew in advance_ who was tp be arrested. 
We also knew who-.was going to stay in the buildings. The court had to dismiss the charges 
against us on the basis ofnegotiations to avoid cloggingu~ the court calendar. Most people 
received an ACD - adjo_urnment in contemplation of dismissal. 
Q: Upon · leaving Hostos, you initiated a _campaign to unionize housekeepers in 
Morisanfa Community Corporation and the South Bronx CommUJlity C6rporation. How 
did your legal experience help in this unionization movement? · 
- J: Through my understanding _of the right of the worker to organize, I was able to 
_ p~ven~ the Morisania Corporation from violating this right. We also gave classes to the 
· women' on how to negotiate a labor contract. These working wonien were highly commit-
ted people. To avoid a "J.P. Stevens" being used to avoid unionization, they held the 
Board of Directors of Morisania hostage in their offices until they won a demand for an 
~ (please turn to page ten) 
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election. Unfortunately, after the women had won the right to unionize, the City closed 
Morisania. But as a result of the publicity am organizing from thiS movement, 4- 5,000 
housekeepers organized a union in tl!e-South Bronx. They were able to stop the women at 
.Morisania, but were not able to stop the movement for unionization. 
Q: After the completion of this unionization movement, why did you run for State 
Senator from the Bronx? · 
, J: I feel that it is important to.have 'progressive, independent voices in electoral 
offices. Unfortunately, the Bronx poli.tical machine is.controlled ''by Stanley Friedman, 
Chairman o( the Democratic Party in the Bronx. Second in this hierarchy is Vice 
Chairman Pat Cunningham. Most Puerto Rican politicians· are tied to this machine. They 
maybe very good "guys," but they are carbon copies of other politicians. They offer no 
altei·natives and simply trade off their votes. I studied politicians like Vito Marcoantonio 
and Congressman Ronald Dellums of California, and thought it important to •create a 
different style of electoral politics where a politician wo~ld be an.instrument for people 
organizing. · I wanted to develop concrete alternatives, like taxing ban~ profits, public 
takeover of Con Edison, and inqeasing revenues by terminating the J-51 program, which 
creates tax abatements for commercial buildings' in New York City. Though I lost the · 
election, I would have used all the resources of my office to help develop a wide coalition to 
deal with the City's fiscal crisis. 
Q: How did your involvement begin with__the Coalition in Defense of Puerto Rican and 
Hispanic Rights? 
J: We formed the coalition to challenge the fiscal crisis, the closing of hospitals and 
schools, and planned shrinkages. We have six chapters throughout the city, and each 
chapter organizes around the respective problems of the local community. We felt that the 
Mayor was alienating the minority population by accusing them of being atthe hea1t of the 
city's problems. He is disrespectful of the city's minority population. Thus, one area that 
we organize around is police brutality, which we feel is directly tied· to the atmosphere 
_created by the Mayor. His actions create a situation where the.police feel that they can 
brutalize community residents with impunity. · . . 
· Dur organization has also built a united front 'hith some unions and· community 
organizations to develop alternative budgets· for the city. In essence, we are trying to 
develop a alternative to the cutbacks. _ 
. Q: The Mayor of New York last Fall brought charges against you with the American 
Bar Association. What prompted these charges? · 
J: We issued to the Mayor a subpoena to attend a hearing where there would be 
present 3-400 people to ask questions ab.out the cutbacks. The Mayor, instead of attending 
the meeting~pressed cl;lar~es against 1Re and another attorney alleging misuse ofthe legal pr~~e~ 1!1~~,~~iJ~i~{~~~~?:Pii~.P~~~a~§~~~-f'~ 1~~.i ·~~F,oen~,' out~t~.~ Jitler~a? '~Tri~ 
Peoples' Court of the Bronx." .Any reasonable person could have seen that it was not a 
legal subpoena. During the American Revolution, the people subpoenaed the Tories in 
mock trials, which was considered legal. The people also _subpoenaed President Nixon 
during the Peoples' Impeachment of Nixon. My actions were clearly within the First 
Amendment rights of an attorney to engage in symbolic speech. After the charges were 
filed, the ACLU, NAACP, and other organiiations announced their support for me and 
demanded a dismissal of the charges. Their support, along with letter campaigns and 
petitions, led to the dropping of the charges by the ABA. The filing of charges against me . 
was a fascist move by Mayor Koch, who is obviously unaware of the Bill of Rights. 
Q: The Coalition in Defel!se of Puerto Rican and Hispanic Rights recently invoked the 
anger of tfie Mayor by preventing him from speaking at a Town Hall Meeting in the South 
Bronx. Why did the coalition take this action? · ~ 
J: We have attended May9r Koch's Town Hall Meetings before. Koch's Town Hall 
Meetings a.re a miimomer. Before the meeting .in question, Koch had announced the 
closing of 5 hospitals, 40 schools, and a budget cut of ~1"50 million. H~ was acting like a 
slave master who, after whipping his slaves, returns a few days later to ask 1'How'ya 
doing?" we did not go to the meeting with the specific intention of stopping hi~ from 
speaking. When he entered the hall, 'we started chanting slogans, and about three-
quarters of the crowd joined us. At that point we felt that the meeting was a sham. Mayor 
Koch then proved our point by taking the 50- 60 people that were mt chanting into a 
small room where he told.them that the cuts were final. Where is the dialog? Historically, 
Community Town Hall Meetings were used during the American Revolutionary period. 
During this period, a Town Hall Meeting was where tfte people got together to make 
.decisions and democratically participate in voicing their views. Mayor Koch's Town Hall 
Meetings are a farce. They are Koch's lectures to the community" about what he has 
ali'eady decided. This is not a .valid Town Hall Meeting. The coalition's new policy on Koch 
is that he will not be allowed to speak in any community where we are well organized. 
Q: Did this action result in a negative community perception of the coalition? 
J: On the contrary, we gained more respect and meml:Jership·from the community 
because of our actions. It may have turned off the Mayor, but he qad already declared wa~ 
on us. There is nothing on the agenda but destruction. The Mayor has not shown a 
commitment to anyone but the middle class of New York City. 
Q: Do you attribute the problems confronting the minority community ·to . the . 
. economic system? -- · - · 
J: Yes I do. The perspective I push is toward our commqnity developing a total view 
of this economic system. From the oil prices, to a peoples' takeover of Con Edison, to the 
fiscal crisis, and the way Big Business controls the whole society. We bave to develop an 
economic battleground against the deficiencies of this economic system, like they did in 
Detroit with the Economic Democracy Campaign. Leadership and education of member-
ship will play an important role i~ dev~loping this battleground. I do not believe this 
economic structure can continue a process of co-optation to the levels necessary to coop.an 
ever-increasing mass J!lOVement. This .mass movement.11will undoubtedly provide the 
ingredients for a change in this economic system. 
Diaty of a Dr.aft Prot~ster 
- ' 
_ ·By ErikStrangeways----------
'" Saturday, March 22nd, 6:30am, Union Square~ I'm soaked and cold. Thank goodness 
we're finally ready to board the buses. Now I'm goin~ to finish my sleep on the way to D.C. 
11:30 am, Lafayette Park, Washington - the wind is blowing at least 40 miles an hour, 
I wish the sun would come-out and warm us but, whatever the weather, this march has to 
go on. The arms makers and military planners are operating every day, all day, in all 
weather, so these demonstrations are not a luxuray, but a necessity. ~ .. 
- 3:00 pm, the Capitol - the sun is out and. it's almost mild. The crowd is quite large, 
filling a\mosHhe,whole· area in front of the Capitol. There are people ofall ages here, many 
well beyond draft age. Bella Abzug gave a fiery speech; she said she was supporting 
Senator Kennedy. Some here don't agree with that, but on the principal issue the 
solidarity .is clear. The chants ring out in unison as the crowd tells Cart.er and Congre~ 
how they feel: "One, two, three. four. no draft. no war." and "Hell. no. we won't g0." 
Rep. Robert Kastenmeier told ~s what we must do: keep after our representatives and 
senators and tell them continually that we don't want the draft. 
4:00 pij1- Michael Harrington, author and political.otgaiiizer, emphasized that, while 
the draft is no good, an "all-volunteer" army in which poor and minority youth are, in 
effect, "drafted" into the military because they can't find civilian jobs.is no good ~ither. We 
must work for full employment at home and a reduced need for large standing armies. I 
was reminded again of the hypocrisy inherent in expo1ting our versions of"human rights" 
and "democracy'' abro,ad by military action, while we do little to stop human rights 
violations here in this country. I'm heading·over to Union StatiOn to get warm for awhile 
before going back to New York. 
11:15 pm, New York- just saw Cham~l 4 ~m'Chaqrel 2. The conservative police 
estimate of the crowd size i.vas 30,000, and even that's. a big turnout. The media did take 
notice of us, though they repeated the usual misconceptions. They treat the anti-draft 
movement as a revival of the 1960's· anti-war drives, while actually the new movements 
have learn.ed from the 1960's and 1970's al)d are more sophisticated~ The connections 
among militarism, poverty ,.and domestic repress.ion are much more fully understood now 
than they were 15 years ago. Coalition building is going on: People are ·against the draft 
because it is an unwarranted infringement on indiviqual liberty, it is linked to claSs 
oppression, and it is a corollary of the arms race and a bankrupt foreign policy. Further-
more, this is the wrong time for a draft, and people can work together effectively. It isa 
broad-based effort, not one composed only of "radicals" (Which was one TV reporter's 
misconception) . 
We're stil! at the beginning of the struggle; the threat of the draft.is far from over. All 
we can ~o is work for one day at a tJme, and t~ay was as step in the rig_ht direction. 
I ,. . .. ' )' . I LAW. -Pre~ident· Looks Back · By Carol Schlein 
The past three years have seen a lot of change for LAW. As an organization, we have 
changed .both our image and our membership. Encouraging our male peers to join us fu 
wo1·king on issues affecting_wome(I has brough us a new perspective and energy. During 
the past year as President, I have tri~d, hopefully successfi'illy, to educate and infonn 
students about issues vital to women, R_articularly those in the .legal profession. By 
sponsoring such events as the Metropolitan Conference on Women and the Law, and by 
holding. programs on topics such as Women Against Pornography, Affirmative Action, . 
and Intervie\\ing Techniques, LAW has tried to .encourage discussion on important and 
current topics.· To all those who · ~ave assisted me in the ma_ny projects LAW has 
sµons6red, THANKS! Those of you who will be here next year and active in LAW, I wish 
you my best and hope to be invited back a.? a guest speaker sometime. 
M~.ANUFACTtJltlKS 
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It's bankins the way you wa.nt it ~o be~ 
Mr. Edward W. GoodWl.n, A.V~P,. 
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By I?ennis T. Gagnon Lenny, Jerry, Linda, Dennis, Peter, and the rest of 
. In the art_of journalism the symbol "-30-" rep- last year's editors for teacliing us the ~damentals 
resents the conclusion of an artide or story. Based _and for giving us such a fine example to emulate. 
on this practice, a ·"-30-" column is the.last written One of my few wishes is that land my fellow editors 
work of a newpaperman. It is his final chance to were able to impart some of their knowledge and 
criticize, praise, encourage, or just say a simple style (together with some of our own) to the new 
ity seems also to be their downfall or the sowce of 
all troubles. But you and I need people like them. 
Thanks again. 
thank you. The following "-30-" columns are editorial board and staff. ' · 
written by the graduating editors of EQUIT AS. To · It would be difficult to leave this paper without 
each editor the privilege of writing one of these specifically thanking some of the v.ery special 
columns is very special. For ·some editors a -" -30-" people on the staff that I have come to know and 
column is the last of marty by-lines; for others it is a respect. To_ Scott Batterman, that ranting, raving, 
rare writing opportunity in a medium where the and crazy maniac, thanks for .sharing lhe experi-
written word, by nature; is always the final ence in newspapers that I was lacking. I truly look 
product. · · 1 .up to you because of your unquestionable loyalty to 
' After three years at this institution, I could sit at the paper, and your over~bundant dedication dur-
my typewriter and write a book describing the in- ing the last thr~ years. You have always been hon-
adequacies and tribulations of New York Law est and to the point-qualities that often seem rare 
School and the people who comprise it. Hopefully, · at New York Law School. To Chris Goban and Kent 
however, the-bulk of my personal feelings towards "Tico" Terchunian, thanks for the guidance, the 
this school have seeped through the stories that suggestions, and your always well-reasoned logic. 
· appeared each month in EQUITAS, the editorial And to Tony "Hondo" Belkowski, ·a very special 
opinions expressed, and through the paper's gen- friena, thanks for the bull sessions, the tall stories, Another aspect of this school that often bothers 
eral management. Also, I am quite sure that any of the counselling at. Galways, ana for your expert me is the lack of conviction of many people here. 
· my negative attitudes will be more than adequately advice on everything, whether asked for or not. But On numerous occasions I have been angrily ques-
expresse~ by my fellow editors in their "-30-" col- most of all, just a.simple thanks for the friendship. tioned as to how I could.possibly publish one article 
umns. Instead, I would like to make some general Finally, to Ace Gelb, Mike Coneys, Bob Drake, - or another, how l could possibly express such 
comments and take this final opportunity to say Gerry Grow, and Ronny Green, thanks for your editorial opinions, qr why didn't I print.this or that. 
than_l(s to some of the fine pe9ple who have made time and sincerity. My response, in addtion to giving reasons form~ 
my life here a little simpler and, in the end, much Like all other students, during the past three decisions, has always been an invitation to write for 
more re.warding. years I have been trying to adjust to the pressures, the paper - ~either a column expressing their own 
As I have learned by experience, and as I was the long hours, the absurdities of legal education. opinion or simply a letter to the editor. Needless to 
. forewarned by my predecessor, Jonah Triebwasser, The pressures have been both open and highly say, very few people have tak~n me up on this offer. 
running a newspaper is a difficult and often unre- subtle; the hours.have certainly been long; and the There are only two reasons for such non-involve-
warding venture. A-do to the job and worries of absurdities have assuredly been absurd. The ab- m,ent - .the person either does not have the-time or 
putting out a publication on time each month th~ . surdities I have experienced over these years have is afraid to hctve his opiz:tior:i in win JNith hi;> n~Ine--;J 
time irivolved in preparing and studying for five ranged from classes with professors who pretended at the beginning (i.e. the "let someone else stick 
courses, working for fjfteen hours !:l week, and .to teach using the "true" Socratic method, to pro- their neck out" attitude). I can immediately reject 
looking for a .job in a field that seems to have clos~d fessors who conducted class as though It ~as the the first reas9n, since it is my belief that if you have 
its doors except to a · chosen few, and every little first grade, when in fact a good portipn of the stu:- something imp0rtant to say you will find the time to 
problem· and "issfie gets blown out of proportion. dents were the same age as, if not older than, the say it (nearly 50 people each month on the 
Considering all the factors ·in~olved, the burden teachers, to a1dean whose only point in 1ife seemed · EQUITAS staff find the time). What's left? . 
often seemed too heavy to bear. Fortunately, I was to be his feeble attempts at intimidating students. One of the few -people who actually accepted 
surrounded by a staff that was dedicated to putting As students we should not put up with such non- _my offer has beeri Andy Franklin. To many pepple, 
,out a high-quality product. Every member of the_ ,sense. No matter what anyone says, we pay good, Andy's columns have been absurd and have 
EQUITAS staff owns and has caqied his own part hard-earned money to receive what we expect to be amounted to nothing but 9.ouble-talk. They mav be 
of the heary burdep. an excellent legal education. To _sit in overcrowded right, and yet they may be wrong. _It is a fact that of 
classrooms and be "taught" by professors with little all the varying columns that have appeared in 
or no life experience is both a· scholastic injustice EQUITAS this year, Andy's are the most talked 
and an insult to ou.r intelligence. A. word to the wise about Although I seldom totally agree with Andy, I 
- there is a real world' outside of law school, a respe~t him for having the courage to join the staff 
As I reflect on the various members of this 
paper's s~aff, I am amazed to realize t~e commit-
ment that they have constantly shown. To say the 
least, we ·are a very diverse and interesting group. 
To_each and every person on the staff I owe a debt of 
thanks. And, before I forget, thanks to Jonah, 
' 
. world with real problems and often very few solu.:. and write. If anything can be said about Andy, it is 
tions, This is something these '.'high-powered" l hat he has convictions and the courage to ex.press 
young professors fail to .realize, partly because of them. Thanks. 
their lack of such real life experience. ls New York There are qiany people throughout the school 
Law School the minor leagues for professors to see , to whom I would like to express my thanks, some of 
if they have .what it takes to move up to the big ·· whom the majority of students don't even know, 
leagues at Harvard or Yale? I know for sure that it but without whom this school could not function . 
certainly should not be. What qo you think? · To air-these friends, only a personal thanks will do. · 
Through these muddy waters there are several But for now - than)< you for yo.m: time and utmost 
professors who; in my opinion, are outstanding consideration. In particular, I want to thank Dean 
either because of their insights, their respect for Arnold Graham (see Dean- at least;/ know how to 
students as grOW!l-ups, their concern for the wel~ spell your.name!) Phil King; Joanne Reale, those 
fare of the profession, or because of their intriguing two wild and crazy gals in Placement - Lynn and 
and inspirational methods otteaching. I would like K':lkla, and · the guys in the copy center for the 
to t9ke !his opportunity to thank .them in public. . terrific- work they do. Very special thanks go to 
Their contributions to New York Law School and its - Dean William Bruce, whos~ honesty and openness I 
students are urimeasure~ble. Thanks to Professors strongly admire and rt:;spect, and to Gil who has 
Steve Newman, Janet Tracy, Marshall Lippman, been a never-ending .supporter of this paper and · 
Richard Harbus, Da~id Minars, Bostjan Zupancic, practically every other student event in the school, 
and Lung-Chu Chen. Unfortunately for· ~ne school and to three friends who always have a smile on 
and students, several of these professors' popular- (please turn to page twdveJ 
Page 1.2 · EQUITAS. 
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(continued.from page eleven) · . 
their faces and a cheerful word in the morning, no 
matter how bad things are going - Vinnie, An-
tonio, and Carmelo. -
.Finally, I would like' to offer a few words of 
encouragement to the new editorial board· and staff 
of EQUITAS. In his "-30-" column last year, former · 
Editor-in-Chief Jonah"Triebwasser offered me the 
following advice, whii::h I have always kept in mind 
and which I would like to pass on to you. He wrote, 
"The school's administration is gc:iing to accuse you 
.of being too harsh, when in reality we have not 
been harsh enough, while certain students .and· 
faculty (who don't have the guts to fight their own 
· fights) will say that the newspaper is a tool of the 
Administration. As .long as both camps are mad.at 
you, that means you are staying in the mfddle, on 
objective ground. That is the mark of good journal-
ism." Well we must be doing something right! 
Dorothy, I sincerely hope that you receive the 
same, if n~t ,more, rewarding memories as I have 
received this year. As I say to all my close friends,\! 
expect great things from you. To Dorothy, Linda, -
and Laurie, thank you for the constant support and 
encouragement you have given me this year. It was 
greatly appreciated - much more than you will 
ever realize. To the entire staff of 1980-81 good luck! -
P.S. Someone just asked me what I thought of 
law-s·chool and the sacrifices involved. The most 
descriptive and· perhaps the only words that can 
describe my three years here were written by 
Charles Dickens, in the beginning of his novel A 
. Tale of Two Cities; "It was the best of times, it was the 
worst of times, it was the age of wisqom, it was the 
.. age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 
- t-he"'€poch of-jncredulity, {twas the se~son of Ligl::tt, 
it was the season of Dar).<ness, it was the spring.of 
hope, it was-the winter of despair, we had 'every-
thing before us, we had nothing before us ... " 
(Yes; even I realize that this is "corny." Still; I could 
never have written a description more precise and 
more eloquent. Perhaps Dickens was a student at 
New York Law School at some time!) ·· 
P .P .S. Dear Virginia, there are no words that 
can ever be written that would fully express my 
intense feelings for you. I can orily strive to love you 
more than yesterday and to make you proud of me. 
I hope I can always do both: ~.love you~ thanks. 
~o@@c@@~@@c@@c@(Q 
. By Scott Batterman. 
CAVEAT: This is a typical thirty column, com-
prised of personal opinion, observations, and gra-
tuitous thank you's. Itis my c_!lance to step out from 
behind the by-line and neutral editorial position to 
give a Batterfiend's-eye-view on this little corner of 
unreality. You may c~nsider yourself warned. · 
For the last three yeai-s, I have observed this 
institution ·from a very unique perspective, seated 
both at the end of the gossip pipeline in the Equita~ 
office, and at its numerous beginnings (the sixth 
floor, Gil's never ending card tournaments, etc.). I 
have written articles severely critical of the school, 
to the raves of students arid glowers of the second 
floor. I have then turned around and given the 
administration its chance to speak, and have been 
immediately transformed from freedom fighter to 
collaborator. _After three years of this nonsense, I 
~ ' 
am so bloody happy to be escaping this excuse for a whether the professor should be paid before she 
lunatic asylum I could scream!' !\nd J just might. submitted her grades while she held out, claiming 
The time has been made a lot easier by the ; she would not fom in grades:until she was paid. 
numerous friendstiips I have made here. I will save The only ones who suffered from the tug-of-war 
those for the very end. As my _last service "to this were :the students, who waited months until the 
school, however, I have a few·!hings to say which grades were.in. I don't care who is right or wrong: 
have needed saying for a long time: the fact is that the students ate the ones who got 
• " screwed'. And at least the professor in this case had 
AN bPEN LEITER TO , ~ half .an excuse; what about all the ,professqrs who. 
THE STUDENTS OF NYLS: don't get their-grades in for months, for no apparent 
You are the heartblood of this school. You are reason? 
New York Law School~ The students at this place ctre · Other professors thiflk it is cute to knock' not 
among~the most active and aware in the nation. You just the school, but its students. I have s~n it done; 
are given a great deal of responsibility, which you I have heard of it from others, This 'is INEXCUS-
fulfill very effectively. But more in;:iportantly, you ABLE! The students work their rear-ends off., often 
fake ~he initiative, with conferences, symposia, and with no thanks or rewards in sight, and this attitilde 
new publications, with effort, time, and sweat, to on the part of some faculty members-is extremely 
make this pla<;e a worthwhile experience. insulting. . 
· · Of course, I have had professors who not only_ 
! "t 
- '· . ' 
But, for God's sake, when you go out after the 
administration for their mistakes, pick your targets 
and your fo:r:ums with care. Too often, when stu-
dents are upset, they think the remedy is to go out 
and -shout from the highest rooftops: NYLS 
SUCKS! This may be a great cathartic qevke, but in 
the end it ·is ·counterproductive.- Why would anyone 
want to hire you, if you'say you got your education 
at a law school which cannot teach? Moreover, most 
of the criticism is far in excess of the situation. 
Yes, there are problems at NYJ.,S that need 
correction, and ignoring them, or sweeping them 
under the carpet, as much as some people might 
like to see things done that way, wil\ not make them 
go away. But be judicious. Find your natural allies . 
among the faculty, alumni, and surprise,
1 
of sur-
pri~es, in the administration. Make effective power 
plays, while keeping in mind the larger audience. It 
is nqt easy,' and you may find yourself forced into 
odd alliances and compromises. That is just the 
nature of politics, and if you do riot reconcile your-
self to it; you will e~d up doing more harm _than 
good. . . 
, At-the same time, don't give in to them. Refuse 
to acceptmediocrity in the classroom and insensi-
_tivity in the administration. I know I have given you 
a tall order~ one -that is almost impossible to carry · 
. out. ·Make liars ou~. of everyone, and carry ~t out. 
A OPEN LETTER TO THE FACULTY: 
You people really live in a world of your own. 
Some of you are thoughtful, kind and care about 
·the school and its students. Others should be out · 
working with wood. (Sorry for the steal, Richard). 
This semester; we were treated to the spectacle of a 
professor arguing with the administration over 
taught me th~ law, but showed they cared aboutthe 
students. Professor McDougal is a very rnisunder-
~tood man, because he pitches h1s lectures at a level 
probably above that of first-year law sfudehts. 
However, he has fought for the · students, and 
shown that their concerns are also his. Professor 
Z~pancic, whom this school lost in a fit of empty-
headed parsimoniousness, is one of the brightest 
men I have ever met, and I envy his future students. 
Th~ professors who spenk hours working with 
Moot Court teams, in the clinics, and privately with 
students, are to be commended. -
The doom-sayers, tne denigrators of this 
school, know who they are: they keep the meetings 
closed so that ~tudents can't learn who is runnirig . 
the show and how their life is being changed; they 
votfr against grade· posting, to protect their oWit 
untimeliness; they routinley give low grades, re-
·gardless of merit, in blind obedience to a "curye,'J 
and then vote to remove students who are unablefO 
beat the system. We have- had enough of it- shape 
up or clear out_. 
AN OPEN LETTER 
.. TO ANTHONY SCANLON 
Tony, you arnmuch maligned. 'Has it ever~~ 
sed your mind to ask why? For all yol!r tecluii.cal 
cox:npetence in your position, for all the dilige~t 
work you put into recruiting·new students and 
running the Bologna Program, it seems to m~ that 
the vast majority of ~tudents who have any dealings 
with you walk away with a very bad taste in their 
mo4~hs. Again, why? · 
You can bev.ery personable with ~plewhei:i 
you want to be. I have seen you polite, attentive, 
and downright cooperative. But this has nonnally 
been when dealing with people outside the school, 
not with our own students. .. 
You have a tough job. It se~ms mo~t of the 
dirty t(1sks are _thrown your way. But this is not the 
complete answer. A large part nas-lo do with your 
attitude when dealing with students. The -peoplel 
talk with say they feel they, are. being treated as if 
they were in elementary school, that they receive . 
no r.espect, no w~rmth, nqthing qut administrative 
insensitivity·and occasional sarcasm. 
Tony, you are ~ot that much older than many 
of the people who come to see you - indeed, many 
of them are old_er people who have been hul~g 
down a job, taking care of a family, and who very 
soon will be both professionals, and alumni of this 
school. You can't talk down to these people, you 
can't treat them like ten-year-olds, (!nd expect theilf 
- - ( pleiwe tu r11 to }{age tltirteen1 
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( coutinued from vaae twelve) 
to like it or.take it. Nor should they be expected to. 
Damn it, man, if you lose them as students they will 
be damn hard to rec~pture-as.ahnnni! 
Maybe my criticisms are off the mar-k . ...btJt r<lo 
not think so. You are an intelligent, capabl.e ad-
ministrator. Think about what-I have said and con-
sider, why not show the students the same consid-
eration you show outsiders? And if you are unable 
to, why not find other employment? 
not doing its job unless it finds that everyone is mad 
at it. This is. because people take positions, and the 
. truth normally lies someplace in between _these 
positions. So if you print the truth, if you do the 
-fight thing, then everyone will be unhappy. In the 
year to co~, -the administration will want you to 
sweep everything under the-rug, to make it appear 
the NYLS is Eden on Worth Street. Tlte- stu~ts 
will want every issue to be "The Many Sins.of 
NYLS._" When you walk the middle of the path with. 
\ 
ling my ass out of the fire. You went out of your way 
to help me. Would ,that other administr(ltors fol., 
lowed your example! , . 
To Dennis, Chris, Jerry, Kent, Ace Gelb, and 
all the rest of the present EQUITAS: thank you for 
letting me continue to be a pain in the neck and 
self-appointed authority on whatever was under 
discussion. This paper means a helluva lot to me, 
and we went out with a bang. Nobody el~e is going 
to say so, so congratulations on a job well done. 
responsibility and sensitivity, the only people who 
AN OPEN LETTER TO DEAN SHAPIRO: will feel you are doing the right thing will be your- . To Don, Bob, Ray, Mom, and the other bridge 
Before beginning, it is important to make it selves- and most of the time even you won't be so fanatics: Gawd, but I wish I had discovered this 
clear to everyone that I owe you a great deal,. I was sure. Well, you knew the job was dangerous when. greatest way to waste time· before this semester. 
unable to gain entrance into any other law school. you took it. Good luck. Thanks for helping me keep my san ity this last 
You have.related circumstance to me, which I have semester and for putting up with a novice. 
no reason to disbelieve, and which indicated that ASSORTED THANK YOUS' Well, I've taken up enough of your time, and I 
you inten~~ded on my behalf. For that I thank you. I TO MY FELLOW MOOTERS: think it's time to throw the cover over the old type-
have sat and talked with you at your home, and -in May it please the court, thanks for everything. writer for the last time. There are many more targets . 
your office, and I find myself liking you. Special thanks to Doctor J, for interesting conversa- I could have singled out: placement, class schednl-
1 hope that you, and everyone else, takes what tions, good drinking, and great laughs. To Jimmy, ing, general · administration nonsense, and . the 
I say as in the best interests of both NYLS and E. the Unknown Student, for three years of good- , ever-popular final · exam humiliation follies. The 
Donald Shapiro. natured kidding. To Yalinulke Dave, for talking me into best advice, however, would be not to pick out the 
_ The impression among the students and most getting involved in this mess in the first pla e. To targets, but to -remind you of the solution of which 
faculty I talk with is that you, and not the faculty or Cap, for being dependable, capable, and a hell of a you are already aware: organize, contact alumni, 
the board of trustees, are the effective power in Chico. And, to the rest of you, consider yourself faculty, and any other allies you can make. Don't 
this school. You are a member of the board, the well thanked. · · give in. Don' t give up. YOU are the New York Law 
administration, and the faculty. The conventional And, of course, my very special appreciation to School, WE are the New York Law School. And if 
wisdom is that most of the busy, important me·n on the other two Pros from Dover, for making this last we let the administration forget that, we are lost. 
the board are your colleagues, if not friends, and -semester enjoyable. I -will always remember the Goodbye and Goodnight. 
they will accept what you tell them as the truth. broag grin and the "We did it," the confused 
PerI:iaps you deny this, and, as you often tell waitress who probably still doesn't know what 1)1· Lfi).try Lfl).try Lfi).try Lfi).try fil\1 
me, perhaps you.feel the problem is that people say Pappy was talking about, Moondoggie, the J?ayton \8)c~\8)o~\8)c~\8)c~\8)o~~ 
things about you thsit are nC?t tnie, that peopl~ have fire and flood, and all the rest. It-was more than ~-:..-. 1 1,·_ • . ,,: ,~ ',' , ,J•O•J:o: ·Ji ·1 ,-r"'' ·:· . , ·~"-: . .• :, _, ,. ·• -•c'~ 
yousayingthingsthatyouneversaid. Whose fault worthit. i .. 11 ••• • •• ~~-"' ••• ,,-:;, , , f ,.-. .EJEr;:·J , .. ~~J.- ... : '"'· 
would that be? Yours, orily yours. TO SECTION A: · ,~ ~~- "?;f; 
If people don't :know where you stand, it i's . We were the best - where were the rest? Sullivan T • ;~ 
because you don't get ouf in front of them and tell couldn't shut us up; Biskind couldn't ~ink us.;_ and • 
them. If people wonder what you are doing, it is Epstein couldn't tell us what property was. You are A 
v. • v • v · because they-don't see you often enough. Not just · the wildest, craziest bunch of all, from Anc!-v Franklin, 
during your sabbatical year, but ~hroughout the · the defroc.ked Marine, through Marty Brandfon, 
time I have been at this school, you have ~ad a the bearded over-achiever, to the dearly departed- By James Gelb .. 
reputation as "the invisible dean "If this is to stop, sherrif: too much! · As I prepare to -graduate from NYLS, along 
only you can stop it. TO THE SIXTH FLOOR with· the 190 or so other survivors of administrative 
You tell me you will be here next year. Well, Don't think it hasn't been fun, 'cause it hasn't. caprice, it i~ indeed a pleasure to give vent to a few 
then, let people know NOW what your plans are for There is no joy to come out of th~t room; there is no thoughts on my three years at this school. 
the future of NYLS. You are supposed to be a major -pleasure being in it. It is a job, for which the rewards , My first draft of this coltimn was filled with -
leader of this commtinity. Start acting like one, get are few and tl)e burdens are many - so many, that invective aimed at the policies and individuals who-
out of "the rose garden!" Let people know where . a fter three semesters I just about bailed out. My have unnecessarily filled my system with excessive 
you stand on tenure issues in advance and in public, apologies. You people aie vilified as "elitists" and "· bile since my association with this potentially 
and before the issue boils over. Let people know "privileged char~cters'.' by the re~t of ~~ scho_ol, . "great urban law school" began. However, after 
where you stand on-faculty meetings, faculty evalu- and the only satisfaction .co~~s m doing the J~b stomping and fumi,ng for an excessive amount of 
ations, school policy, etc. More importantly, start~o right, and knowing you did it . ng~t. Steady. Eddie, pages, I have decided to contain my comme.:its to 
show more support for the way students are Way to go. Shelley: you run a good law review but . other matters and to leave the invective to my es-
spreading the good name of~Sb~attending,and leave moot court to the experts . To Cassie, Ron, teemed co-editors, who have plenty of bile them-
aiding in the preparation of symposia, confe~enc.es, Zaffer, Didi, and all the rest: you make much _better selves. 
and the like. You have the means of comm~mcation drinking buddies than co-workers, but then, l.'d To begin with, working on EQUITAS has been 
_ EQUITAS, NYLS in Brief, The Counselor, and much rather drink than work. And my speaal one of the better aspects of school. As classes be-
others. Use them! . farewell totheMaskedBasque-you'recrazy, but I came increasingly absurd, and as Chez Gil's grew 
You brought the school "out of the wilaer::- love ya! _- . increasingly crowded and noisy, the EQUITAS of-
ness "but that is not the end of it. The school has to . I know.I stand a good chance of leaVI~g people fice provided a quiet respite. Contrary to what the 
continue to grow and develop, and i~ ~eed~ firm out of my thank you's. If so, please consider your- administration may tell students, the joining of or-
leadership and it needs to know where It is gotDg. If self thanked . My thanks to-Triebwater, George ganizations is an important and helpful part of law 
you do not step forward, a~d start lea~g instead Schwarz, ''.Three-fingers" Weiss, and the rest of the school. Some of those w!J.o tell. st:udents to stay 
of reacting, you will continue to ~scover that . EQUIT AS board my first two years, for teaching me · away from organizati~ns have never attended law 
people are angry at positions you claim you never ·real journalism and making this paper worth all the school themselves, anq their opinions are therefore 
took, and you will have nobody to. blame but effort put into it. · justly ignqred. 
yourself. To my. backgammon man, fellow habitue of D espite the general atmosphere of fear and 
There now have I managed to antagonize Thomas Street, and the Ice Box, Steve, what can I intimidation of students; any student who h,as a 
, ' d · b d that i·s the say? This is the beoinning of a long and beautiful real interest in a subject can get an excellent educa-
everyone? If so, I have one my.Jo , an . o · f 
warning 1 leave to Dorothy, fyiichael, Laune, an~ friendship. tion at NYLS. Besides the courses o fered, there are 
QUIT, "5 A To the Ayatolla_h Lippman.: Thank you f~r pul_- (please turn to page fourteen) the other new editors of E n . newspaper IS 
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(continued from page thirteen): _ constrain his c:onversation_ thfough Western Union. ed to some of our worst? . 
· .student groups and even helpful faculty, as well as . · I remember ,thinking, "Have I made a terrible mis~ 3. The place~ent office. Du~g this year'~ on-
a student's own initiative. If you want it, it's there. . take?" After all, how could they let someone of this camp.us reermtment program, if you werenotmthe 
What is not there is the promise of a jobattheendof caliber communicate with people in the outside top 10% of your class or if you were not interested 
all this effort, which makes outside activity all the . world? in working at"1 D.A.'s office, there were very few 
more important. .. I started NYLS as the school geared up a mas- interviews to sign up for. . 
Most important, it is possible for law·students . · sive PR campaign. During my three years, this However, it should be noted that this year the 
to maintain t!teir. feelings of self-worth. While school has op_ened up a new building, produced services- of. the Placement Office have been vastly 
everything is stacked against this basic and funda- slick-type alumni publications, and given some improved over thos_e offered l~st_yea1 . I'm also sure 
mental human right, it can be done. Law school people the option of using a Mailgram instead of that next year they will be eve!' bet ter. For this, I 
does not instantly dissolve relationships; and letting them get on th~ phone. But the PR campaign give credit to the bard work of both Lynn Strudler 
should not be.allowed to do so. Nor is it a requisite will fall-flat on its face at Lincoln Center this June. and' Kukla Broekman. ~ 
for a successful law school career to live .on one'.s "The reason · is simple. While the school has ~een I was once involved in a "placement-re~ted 
knees. A student's behavior during school can set promoting its image to all the world, the student incident" that gyeatly disturbed me. Last_Janu~iy, I 
the pace of his/her future professional li_fe, so it is population has been, well, not ignored - but receiyed an invitation from Dean Scanlon to meet 
better not to form the habit of kissing ass. · dumped on. I hate to say it, but somehow this place with him to discuss job opportunities. ~t that meet- . 
It seems that a little invective has slipped out 'gives students the feeling that they are inadequate._ ing, he stated that if students were willing to relo-
anyway, despite my heroic efforts. But not to leave How can this institution believe that its image will cate, he could guarante~ jobs to 50% of the graduat-
. you with the wrong impression, is my belief that in be boosted when its graduates feel they must ·pick ing class in various cities arou.nd the co_untry. He 
the three years I h~ve been at NYLS things have up a Masters degree from an institution -0n Wash- told me to discuss rel'ocation possibilities with iny 
·improved greatly. Exam schedules are posted ear- ingtOn Square, so as .not to have NYLS the last .wife and to return for a follow-up meeting. 
lier, grades are back to students at a (generally) school on their resume? Oh, it's true; it's not just At this secpnd meeting, D~an Scanlon did not 
faster -pace, the physical plant has been improved, this place, but the-legal community. But shouldn't present me wiJ:h the ·names of fii;ms in dther ciP,es 
and grades are said to be improving. The many the school use a two-prong PR campaign and make that I could contact (as he had promised). Instead, 
other problems of the school will, I suspect, be dealt their student_population at least happy enough to he asked me to.draw up my own list ~of firms and 
with in the future. But it ·will be necessary for the admit they graduated from here.? · then give a copy of that list to him. " 
stu'dents to stay on top of t~e administration ~ith I mean, I'd li\<e to get a Mailgram congratulat- · If this is the type 0f career counseling that the 
.. unrelenting pressure for that to come about. ing me upon my graduation. After all, the :rytailgram Admissions.Office has to offer, the·n I ·wpuld sug-
Finally, (I promise no invective in this para- would come fast enough if I'ha9- flunked out. gest that they leave this function to the Placement 
graph), I would like to thank the many people who Office. 
have helped me during law school. The friendliest " · .. ·" ;· .. ,, . ·' · ' · '!- ·- '· So much for the problems of NYLS. There~ 
and most helpful have been the library stafL Joe, . also many good things to,..write about. we~re close 
. L~slie, and_l:farold, thank yo~. I als? "'.~n.t .to ~~~n_k . --v@c 0\@c t.ll\@· CJ 0\ 1l5'c ~@~Pi to the c~urts, qt_ina~town, ~n<! Li~tl~ I~ly. . 
_,,!12,: ?~;~ ~~~~~~-o,.f~Eq~V~~, "~~~~~~lY. ~.~~s . .,?!_, ,., . ..~.~-, ~ _ .·. .. ~~. -~ ~ Senou~ly, on~ ()f the be_st things about, this 
-Gagnon, who has·do1ie-a--temf1t )ob tli.1s year, de- - · . • • · · . · · school is EQUITAS. It is a first-rate ,newspaper 
spite a cantankerous and uiu::uly staff: I also thank ~ ' , , • .' · ~ • · staffed by first-rate jndividuals. It has been both.a 
my friends, who have really made it worth it. By Gerry Grow pleasure and a privilege to have worked with these 
.'@c@@c@@c@@c@@c@U 
,4. ~- .... 
By Christine Goban 
Three years ago I heard a radio ad for some- . 
thing "with all the impact of a telegi'alJl - at a 
fraction of t~e cost: a.k.a. a 'Mailgram' .. " I re~mem­
ber thinking to myself, "Would anyone really l!-~e 
those things?" Then I came to New York Law 
School. 
But congratulations are in order. If there was 
·anything that this urban law school did well, it was 
to invest in a stack of Mailgrams. Yott see, 1 spoke to 
· tM Dean of Mailgrams before someone decided to 
My -30- column. What is a -30- column? What people. Had it not been for my involvement with 
should I write? Where do _I begin? These are just· EQUITAS, law sehool would have been depre~ing 
some of the questions that have made this column boring. I would urge_ all students to get involvedma 
the most diffirult ' thing that J have eyer written. school activity or school organization. It would 
How do I compress the thoughts of 3 years into a make the law school ordeal an easier one to cope 
fow columns? Read on and we'll all find out. with. 
I can't believe it! Three-years of .law school. My 3 years here have also been made a lot 
Three of the most difficult years of my life. Now easier due to th~ collection of characters <,!nd zanies 
they are about to end, and I can go on to become an known as Section A, Gass of 1960. They ar.e truly a 
unemployed lawyer instead of an unemployed remarkable bunch of people: I have made friend-
.electrician. After 27 years of school, on June 1, 1980, ships that will last a lifetime. 
J ca_n retire my -notebooks. I will no longer be a . Another good thing about NYLS is Gil Hollan-
student. But I will have to return to the real world. ti.er. Besides dispensing delicious(?) coffee, he pro-
That should be quite a relief. vides invaluable advice. In addition, if it were not 
Looking back over these past 3 years, I have for the fact that I had to be_ here to work at Chez 
mixed .feelings about my life at NYLS. I h~ye had Gil's, I pfobably would have stayed at.home. But 
both good and bad experiences. For me, the good once I was her~, I went to class. Gilbert, for this I 
ones_ have outweighed the bad. After all, I will be thank yo_u (?). 
gran_ted my J.D. ·in June, and this alone can dispel And, finally, the most positive thing about my 
_mal}y of the negative _feelings that I have about our last three years at NYLS is IJl.Y wife Maryann. When 
school. . .- . law school was but a dim thought, she provided 
Bqt.some still ~emam: . enco ... uragement. When it ~came a reality, she pro-
1. The ~chool 1tself. This place that they caU a law -vided the support, both .financial and emotional, 
school is_ a dump. It is dingy, ~rowded, uncomfort- that enabled me tb graduate . For 3 year.s' she has 
' able, and de.Pressing. The onl{ l:>right spots in 57 liv_ed with a miserable demand ing ungrateful per-
Worth are Vmi:y and Ca.rmello. A new b~ildin_g is son ---=: a law studen t. She has kept smiling through 
sorely needed 1f NYLS 1s ever to ·become a truly all my long nights and weekends of studying, 
~ 1 g:eat "urban law school." through all the recent "Wag11er Alerts," through all 
~-J 2 .• The faculty. There ha_v~ been ~ose profes_~ors t~~ asso~ted nonsense that one puts up with when 
- whose classes have been instructional and enioy- bvmg with a law student. 
able and those professors w~ose classes have been There is really no way to thank anyone for this. 
a waste. What I don't understand is, if the purpose I only know that I would not have made it without 
of a school is to~educate students, why has tenure her.'She made my dream come true. 
been denied to some of o~r best teachers and grant.; Mare, I love you. 
~~@@c'@@c@@~@@F@@b@@Ci@@~@@CJ@@c@@c@@~@®'@@~@@~@ 
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. By Kent Terchunian 
The Tale of the Great Urban Law School and the Lost 
or Forgotten Student. The draµiatic develop~ent of 
NYLS in, the past JO years has emphasized the 
building of_a superior student body that is capable 
and recognized for its abilities. While others may 
argue about whether we have achieved, are achiev-
ing, or have failed to achieve this goal, I would like 
tb explore the dark caverns of-NYLS and some of 
the brilli~nt light.s we hav~ bottled in our class-
.rooms- ~t night. · . 
. The night student is the most maligned student 
in most higher education institutions. They are 
viewed much like the proverbial foster child - · a 
necessary concession to the surrounding community 
. ana to the gnawing ~ppetite of the school budget: 
To coin a ph~ase, they are "a revenue-raising de-
vice." Whether this is indeed-the opinion of the 
present administration is a moot point not to ·be 
constructively: 'c:iebated. The perception of the.night 
· wander~rs would probably be more pertinent . . 
· Rather, I wish to emphas~ze the collective assets 
that these students, and alf similarly situated stu- · 
dents represent. 
My perspective (for my fellow McDougal 
fanatics) is not that of a disinterest observer. In~ 
September of 1977 I was one of those "night 
wanders." Since then then my schedule has been 
rearranged to that of "full-time day." Nevertheless, 
. EQUITAS 
beyond the relative. mec:fiocrity among lawyers -
not arguing the fact that tl:tey may still be the elite of 
society- is a virhially impossible task for an admis-
sions officer, who m~st emphasize both GPA and . 
LSA T in order to maintain perceived selectiveness 
within the MLS community. Where does one find 
those elusive few who have displayed ability, drive, 
ano·motivation? \ . 
Consider the prospec;ti.ve nignt student, · the 
law s~hool candidates who have established them-
selves professionally, who have successfully 
entered the corporate job market. Their motiv~tions_ 
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debate ·upon entering law school. They have faced 
the competition throughout their business careers 
and look forward to a' well-prepared, thorough dis-
cussion ofa topic. All too often, they are treated like 
foster children; they are subject to second-class in-
-structors unprepared for a mature, . inquisitive 
group, or they are the '~first-string" doing double 
duty and are tired after a ·full day. It has .been 
rurnored that some of the full-time professors leave 
at 5:00, and that only their bodies rema4t to. go 
through the motions. An understanding of the 
needs of these students seems to be lacking in the 
very people who are supposed to instill the rigors of 
law ·school on the populac~. There is . definitely a 
communications gap_. Although the students hang 
on, doggedly deremiined to complete the sentence 
of 4 years despite the "incompetence" of the profes-
-sors, they lose respect for both the school and the 
profession. Those, the fortunate few, who have 
demon~trated intellectual ability (they w~re, after 
all, accepted), incentive ·(who else would go 
through 4 years of this when they are holding down 
a full-tiffie position and often supporting a family), 
· and motivation (they have already demonstrated 
the drive necessary to m·ake it in their current pro-
fession unlike the college candidates who have yet 
to be ptoved iil the competitive marketplace). (This 
is· in no way trying to belittle the achievep:ie:n~~ of 
students entering directly from college, but to-em-
. phasize the assets of the "-night wanderers.") . I not only experieQced the struggle but benefited 
from the e~perience and superior capabilities· of my 
fellow classmates. I feel that their contributions.and 
potential contributions have not been adequately 
recognized and need to be strongly stated. I hope 
_ that .this humble ·opiri.ion will_ be received by all those 
conc-emed with the collective development of 
school policy, alumni, friends, . adrninistrators, 
trustees, ai:id faculty in th.e spirit with. which it is 
take on one of a number of standard descriptions. If you. have caught my d_rift, it is time that )Ve 
They may have decided· to expand their educational questioned not the concept, but the way in which it 
experiei:ice in. .o~der, to prom~te )op q~veloppi~nt .:; i~< iII).J?li.J\l~nt~;~: T{l~ r .igh.t .~tu~~l)t'. i_s _ofte!\_a,c;.cus-
. withjn·the-strl.t<ihlte-of~th'Eim p_resenl'~inploymeht, tamed to·jµpging the competence of their staff and 
or th'.ey want to'incorporte the law_ of their, present .~SS!Jtjate,s; . Itj,C:i.ee.~i,_ \t.fs;a"~ll~ter,9fsucyival¢n.~Jj~ 
background to develop new avenues of expression, suc~ess, in the business world. They cannot tum off 
given. _. . 
. Every institution has among its goals a societal 
• commitment and goal 'of self .,perception. There-
. fore, not only do they ·seek the enlightened ec:fuca- ~ 
tion of their present stude9t body - thereby pro-
vi~ing capable, hopefully superior practitioners in 
the art of law, but, in addition, they seek highly 
efotivated successfu] . graduates who will bring 
fame and fortune - especially fortune - to them - . 
selves and their alma mater. Witness the emphasis 
placed on the phonathon and the ' solicitation of 
con'tributions toward the building fund. · ' · 
, Attempting to idei:itify people wi~h the drive 
and motivation that ~ill enable the student to go 
or they desire to change fields in a quest for self- their abilities-just because .they are now students. 
actualization. In any case1 their life experience, no The Aqrninistration must recognize the abili ... 
matter how short, has matured them and given ties of the night students and the asset that a top-
them 'thejn~entive so-necessary for success in any notch program could be. They have to ~ake advan-
profession. These qualities are· overlooked by the ta.ge of the "urban". in Urban Law School and help 
present admis~ions process unless the student has these night wanderers realize their goals, which 
"acceptable" scores in the more objective tests. A will haridsomely reward all those associated with 
. differentiation among candidates is necessary. Un- the task . 
til this poipt in time, the admissions officer can't As a closing note, ·law school has been an ex-
consider whether the candidates "found them- .treinely rewarding experience for:_ me because of the 
seives" ?fter undergraduate school or have gone people involved. I have grown to love NYLS, not 
through graduate programs or even tougher "in- because of the schoql, but-because ()f the people 
house" educational programs. that I have shared the experience with. Isn't that 
·· These professionals, often management le".el, 1 what it is a,ll about? Thank you all for making the 
h~ve high expectations of challenging classroom , experien~e what-it has been and good luck to a~. 
· c@@c@@c@@c@@c@@c@@c@@o@@c@@.o@@c@@c@@c@@c@@c@@c@( 
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